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PREFACE

Who is a vocational education curriculum specialist? The answer
to this question is not as simple as it might ar,pear. A vocational
education curriculum specialist is likely to work in many different
capacities, including, but not limited to: instructor, department
chairperson, dean of vocational-technical education, vocational super-
visor, principal, state or local director of vocational education, and
curriculum coordinator.

The specialist is, perhaps, more identifiable by his/her respon-
sibilities, which include, but are not limited to:

planning, organizing, actualizing, and controlling the work
of an educational team performed to determine and achieve
objectives.

planning, organizing, and evaluating content and learning
processes into sequential activities that facilitate the
achievement of objectives.

diagnosing present and projected training needs of business,
industry, educational institutions, and the learner.

knowing, comparing, and analyzing different theories of curric-
ulum development, management, and evaluation and adapting them
for use in vocational-technical education.

This teaching/learning module is part of a set of materials repre-
senting a comprehensive curriculum development project dealing with the
training of vocational education curriculum specialists. The purpose
of this two-year project was 1) to design, develop, and evaluate an
advanced-level training program, with necessary instructional materials
based on identified vocational education curriculum specialist compe-
tencies, and 2) to create an installation guide to assist instructors
and administrators in the implementation process.

The curriculum presented here is, above all else, designed for
flexible installation. These materials are not meant to be used only
in the manner of an ordinary textbook. The materials can be used
effectively by both instructor and student in a variety of educa-
tional environments, including independent study, team teaching,
seminars, and workshops, as well as in more conventional classroom
settings.

Dr. James A. Dunn
Principal Investigator and
presently Director,
Developmental Systems Group
American Institutes for Research
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PART I

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

Guidelines
This study guide has five major sections. Each section contains useful

information, suggestions, and/or activities that assist in the achievement

of the competencies of a Vocational Education Curriculum Specialist. Each

major section is briefly described below.

PART 1: ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

PART I contains an Overview and Rationale, Educational Goals and Performance

Objectives, Recommended Learning Materials, and Suggested Reference

Materials. This section will help the user answer the following questions:

How is the module organized?

What is the educational purpose of the module?

What specifically should the user learn from this module?

What are the specific competencies emphasized in this module?

What learning materials are necessary?

What related reference materials would be helpful?

PART II: CONTENT AND STUDY ACT!VITIES

Part II contains the content outli:e arranged by goals. The outline is a

synthesis of information from many sources related to the major topics

(goals and objectives) of the module. Study activities for each goal and

its corresponding objectives follow each section of the content outline,

allowing students to complete the exercises related to Goal 1 before going

on to Goal 2

PART III: GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

The "Activities-Resources" column in the content outline contains refer-

ences to classroom or group activities and discussion questions related to

specific content in the outline. These activities and discussion questions

11



are located in PART III and are tor optional use of either the instructor

or the student. Both the classroom activities and discussion questions are

accompanied by suggested responses for use as helpful examples only--they

do not represent conclusive answers to the problems and issues addressed.

Also contained in the "Activities-Resources" column ?.re the reference

numbers of the resources used to develop the content outline. These

reference numbers correspond to the numbers of'the Suggested Reference

.Niaterials in PART I.

PART IV: STUDENT SELF-CHECK

PART IV contains questions directly related to the goals and objectives of

the module. The self-check may be used as a pre-test or as a post-test,

or as a periodic self-check for students in determining their own progress

throughout the module.

PART V: APPENDICES

Appendix A contains responses to the Study Activities from PART II, and

Appendix B contains responses to the Student Self-Check. The responses

provide immediate feedback to the user and allow the module to be used

more effectively f3r individualized study. They have been incldde6 in the

last part cf the module as appendices to facilitate their removal soilld

the user wish to use them at a later time rather than concurrently with

the rest of the module.

Approximately 30 hours of out-of-class study will be necessary to complete

this module.

Overview and Rationale

One of the more practical and necessary skills of the vocational education

curriculum specialist is the planning of riew or improved programs. Trans-

lating ideas for new vocational programs into a well-organized, arjculate,

and comprehensive proposal demands special organizational and technical

skills. The ultimate purpose of this module is to provide the stu_ent with

experiences that will enha,ce his ability to plan, write, and present an

-2-
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occupational program proposal. The occupational Program proposal is one of

the most effective ways of initiating new or improved curriculum within a

school, district, or region.

The first goal of Module 5 is cr ad with explaining and providing

practice in the technical skill ilved in laying the foundation for

subsequent vocational curriculum c ,elopment. This foundation worK is

referred to as "the pre-planning process" in this module. In order to be

an effective pre-planner, the curriculum specialist must know how to review

and evaluate current vocational programs, estimate needs, identify alter-

natives for meeting needs, and ihake recommendations for future program

development.

The second ,,a1 of the module explains and provides practice in conducting

a preliminary program investigation. The preliminary investigation is the

most important step in the pre-planning process. The skills emphasized in

the first goal of the module are significantly important in conducting the

preliminary investigation, which includes research into current program

status, funding, personnel employment outlook, and other program consider-

ations pertaining to work experience, health and safety, and industry and

community involvement. This part of the module guides the student through

an organized investigation and culminates with the activity of transferring

the crliccted information into proposal form.

The la.A. goal of the module features suggestions and simuldted group

activities that will help the student discuss, analyze, and present program

proposals through a curriculum approval procedure.

In summary, goal one is technique and skill building; goal two is tile

practical application of acquired skills and techniques In conducting a

preliminary investigation and writing a proposal; and goal thmq. Is thy

culmination of the pre-planning process through involvement of appropriate

vocational education personnel and onmuittoes.

Module 5 is an extension of Module 4, Assessing Manpower Needs and %uppli

in Vocational Fducdtion. ihe Information and experience th student ga ntst

in MOdule 4 will greatly facilitate the successful completion of this

13



module. Module 5 also relates to Module 6, Selecting Instructional

!A..rategies for Vocational Education. These three curriculum modules (4, 5,
_

6) provide U- foundation for the more 5pecific course development and

instructional mdnagement subjects contained in Modules 7, 8, 9, Derivation

dnd (..ipec,ifica_tion of In.stTuctional Objectjves, Development of Instructional

Mate.ridls, an.d Tes.ting InstructiTH Obj_ectiye_s.
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Goals and Objectives

Upon completion of this module, the student will be able to achieve the

following goals and objectives:

GOAL 5.1: EXPLAIN, ANALYZE, AND UTILIZE SKILLS AND TECHNIQUES IN A

PRE-PLANNING PROCESS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS.

Objective 5.11 Review and evaluate the present status of

vocational education programs in light of

manpower data.

Objective 5.12 Estimate present and future vocational

education program rieds.

Obj_ective. 52_13 Identify alternative solutions for meeting

vocational education program needs.

Objective. 5.14_ Make recommendations for present and future

vocational educatioil program development.

GOAL 5.2: CONDUCT A COMPLETE PRELIMINARY INVESAGATION RESULTING IN A

PROPOSAL FOR INITIATING A NEW OR IMPROVED VOCATIONALEDUCATION

PROGRAM.

Objective 5.?1 Provido basic information or proposing a

new occupational program, including a descrip-

tion of the occupation, a rationale for the

program, and suggestions of sources for addi-

tional information about the occupation.

ObjecOve 5.22 Describe the employment potential and projec-

tion related to a specific occupational program.

Objec.tjve 5.23. Describe the current status of the occupational

program in terms of its goals and objectives.

Objectjr 5.24 Describe the economic considerations related

to the occupational program.

01,:pctiv. 5.25 Describe the personnel considerations relevant

to program development.

1 5
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Objective 5.26 Describe the work experience considerations

relevant to program development.

Objective 5.27 Describe the health and safety hazards

associated with the occupation or with

training for the ocrupation.

Objective 5.28 Describe any pre-planning considerations

that relate to unions and/or community atti-

tudes regarding the occupaLional program..

GOAL 5.3: CO"PLETE THE PRE-PLANNING PROCESS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT BY DESCRIBING AN APPROPRIATE CURRICULUM

APPPOVAL PROCEDURE.

Objective 5.31 Discuss the proposed occupational program

with faculty and administrators.

Ob4^ctive 5.32 Explain hew to nresent an occupational

proposal to a district or area curriculum

planning committee.

Objective 5.33 Desc-ibe how to form and use an interim

advisory committee.

-6-



Recommended Materials

1. Completed copy of Module 4: Assessing Manpower Needs and Supply in

Vocational Education.

2. U.S. Department of Labor. Manpower Report of the President, 1974

edition. Washington, D.C.

3. U.S. Department of Labor. Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1976-77

edition. Washington, D.C.

4. Dictionary If Occupational Titles.

Sluggestd References

1. Arthur E. Little, Inc. A Policy and System Study of California Voca-
tional Education. Sacramento, California: California State
Board of Education, 1970.

2. Burton, Will1 H.; Kimball, Roland B.; and Wing, Richard L. Education

for Effeccive Thinking. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,

1960.

3. California Community Colleges. Resource Guide for Administrato- of

Occupational Education. Hayward, California: Chabot Colleg3,
1973-74.

4. Gillie, Angelo C. Principles of Postsecondary Vocational Education.
Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1973.

5. Larsen, Milton E. Review and Synthesis of Research: Analysis for
Curriculum Development in Vocational Education. Columbus, Ohio:
The Ohio State University, ERIC Clearinghouse, 1969.

6. Levitan, Sam A., and Siegel, Irving H., eds. Dimensions of Manpower
Policy: Programs and Research. Baltimore, Maryland: The Johns

Hopkins Press, 1966.

7. Los Angeles City Schools. "District Vocational Education Policies,
Goals, and Objectives," 1974.
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8. National Advisory Council on Vocational Educat'ion. First Report,
July 1969; Second Report, November 1969; Third Report, 1970;
Fourth Report, January 1971; Fifth Report, June 1971; Sixth Report,
June 1972; Seventh Report, November 1972; Special Report on Indian
Education, 1973, Washington, D.C.

9. National School Public Relations Association. Vocational Education:
Innovations Revolutionize Career Training. Washington, D.C.:
The Association, 1971.

10. U.S. Department of Labor. Manpower Report of the President, 1976
edition. Washington, D.C.

11. U.S. Department of Labor. Occupational Outlook Handbook, 1976-77
edition. Washington, D.C.

12. Walberq, Herbert J., and Sigler, Joanne. "Business Views Educa-
tion in Chicago." Phi Delta Kappan (May 1975).

13. Wenrich, Ralph C., and Wenrich, J. William. Leadership in Adminis-
tration of Vocational and Technical Education. Columbus, Ohio:
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co., 1974.
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PART II

CONTENT AND STUDY ACTIVITIES

Goal 5.1

Content Outline Activities-Resources

Goal 5.1: Explain, Analyze, and Utilize
Skills and Techniques in a Pre-Planning
Process for Vocational Education Programs

A. Introduction*

1. At some point between the original conception

of an idea either for curriculum change,

development, and/or improvement and the actual

development and implementation of the idea is

the difficult task of creating a foundation on

which the curriculum can be based and directed.

Such a task is referred to in this module as

pre-planning.

2. The purpose of the f.rst part of this module is

to explain the major activities in the pre-

planning process, offer examples of pre-

planning in action, and provide practical

exercises in analyzing and utilizing informa-

tion for pre-planning. Most pre-planning

activities fall into four main categories:

a. reviewing and evaluating the present status

of vocational education programs and man-

power needs--supply and demand;

b. estimating present and future vocational

education program needs;

2 0

-9--
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is an introduction to
this section of the
module. See PART



Content Outline (continued)

c. identifying alternative solutions for

meeting needs; and

d. making recommendations for present and

future vocational education program

development.

B. Reviewing and Evaluating the Present Status of

Vocational Education Programs

1. In order to estimate future and even present

vocational program needs, the curriculum

specialist needs to know the current status of

programs in relation to local, regional, and

national conditions. One of the most important

skills during this phase of pre-planning is

that of asking critical questions. Such

questions might include the following:

a. To what extent does the occupational field

offer employment opportunities to those

who are trained?

b. To what extent is the occupation

sufficiently stable to warrant expenditure

of public funds for a training program?

c. What will be the effects of scientific

research and invention on this field of

employment?

d. Will the training benefits of the proposed

program be general in nature and serve a

large area of the economy?

e. Are qualified potential trainees available

or can they be recruited for the proposed

type of training?

2 1
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Content Outline (continued)

f. How many students are currently enrolled

in vocational programs compared to other

school programs?

g. How many students drop out of high school?

h. How many students drop out of vocational

education programs?

i. What programs are available for the dis-

advantaged and the handicapped?

j. What effect has legislation or funding on

vocational programs?

k. What will be the effect of opening a new

program?

1. What has in-house research and evaluation

yielded?

m. What has been happening to students aftor

they leave school? (1)

2 A second important technique in this phase of

pre-planning is collecting relevant information

in order to answer questions about the status

of the program. Information can be gathered

from primary sources such as your own surveys,

interviews, data research studies, and occu-

pational analyses.*

3. Often, however, curricula are developed on the

strength of the analysis, research, and inter-

views conducted by others. These secondary

sources include a wide variety of materials

such as state employment service surveys, state

and national advisory committee reports,

district and state program planning guides, and

manpower forecasting data.*

2 2

(1) A Policy and
System Study of
California
Vocational Edu-
cation, p. 96.

* See Module 4, Man-
power Needs and
Supply in Vocational
Education, for
related information.

* See Module 4, Man-
power Needs arid--
Sujopli in Vocational
Education, for
detailed information
on this topic.



Content Outline (continued)

4. Synthesis, summarization, and interpretation of

the collected data provides the basis for

determining the extensions, adjustments, and/or

additions to the vocational education program

5

5. Analyzing information and data from a secondary

source requires some critical-thinking skills.

Critical thinking is a common approach to

problem-solving and is not necessarily unique

to vocational education. One useful approach

to critical thinking is summarized below:*

a. Examine the purpose, intent, or viewpoint

of the writer or speaker.

b. Identify major points or chief ar9uments.

c. Recognize the documentation or support for

the facts given in the information or data.

d. Identify assumptions (as opposed to facts)

that appear in the information.

e. Recbgnize whether or not the information,

data, or assumptions have been evaluated.by

the speaker or writer.

f. Recognize the effects of time on the rele-

vance of the information.

g. Examine the conclusions and recognize

whether or not they have been supported by

evidence (2).*

23

-12-

(5) Review and Syn-
thesis of Research:
Analysis for Curric-
ulum Development in
Vocational Educa-
tion, pp. 11-19.

* See Discussion
Question A in
Part III.

* Students should com-
plete Classroom
Activity 2 at this
time. See Part III
of this guide.

(2) Education for
Effective
Thinking.

* See Discussion
Question B in
Part III.
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Content Outline (continued)

C. Estimating Present and Future Vocational Education

Needs*

1. After reviewing and evaluating the status of

the current vocational education program and

collecting information on local, state, and

dational manpower needs, the curriculum specia-

list can begin to estimate future needs more

accurately.*

2. On the basis of program review and manpower

data collection, one school district in the

state of California estimated the following

vocational education program needs:

a. a need to establish and maintain an infor-

mation file describing population needs;

b. a need to maintain a file and analyze the

data on labor demand in the community;

c. a need to revise existing courses and pro-

grams of vocational instruction and develop

curricula for planning new vocational

instruction;

d. a need to strengthen public support for

vocational education by keeping the public

informed about the importance and merit

of vocational education;

e. a need to attract to vocational education

programs students who are capable of

profiting from them;*

f. a need to obtain and maintain multi-media

materials, equipment, and trained instruc-

tors (7).

g. a need to increase placement of individuals

in occupations related to their skills (7).

-13-
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Classroom Activity 3
is important to this
section. See Part III

of this guide.

* Review Module 4 for
techniques used in
gathering manpower
data.

See Discussion
Question C.

(7) "District Voca-
tional Education
Policies, Goals,
and Objectives."



Content Outline (continued)

3. In the same district plan, estimated needs to

meet long-term goals for oc.--tional service

areas included:

a. a need to provide t, agricultural industry

with appropriate numbers of persons ade-

quately prepared for successful employment

in occupations which presently exist and

are developing;

b. a need to assist regular, disadvantaged,

and handicapped students to gain an under-

standing of the economic and social impact

of agriculture on society and to develop

personal attitudes, character, traits, and

leadership abilities that will contribute

to their success in agricultural occupa-

tions.

c. in regard to distributive education, a need

to identify salable skills for counselors

and administrators; a need to individual-

ize instruction for a large percentage of

disadvantaged students so they will be able

to progress at their own rate; a need to

formulate graduation requirements; and a

need to develop groups of individual

courses into program in order to meet

annual performance objectives (7).

4. Another example of estimating program needs,

one that reflects a shift in the manpower mix

toward more technical areas, is one dealing

with the middle-level workers in su( 1, 'y.

25
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Content Outline (continued)

a. Middle-level workers are those with voca-

tional abilities in the broad area between

skilled labor and the professions. More

specifically, middle-level workers are

individuals whose occupational functions

demand increased cognitive skills as well

as manual proficiencies. Preparation must

be made, therefore, for both the cognitive

and manual aspects of the job through

specifically designed programs (4).

b. A review of current programs and a manpower

aaalysis that included a comparison of

local and national employment trends and

the identification of changes in employment

by occupation rather than by specific job

resulted in two findings relating to future

needs.

c. The first finding was that the number of

middle-level workers in manufacturing-

related occupations is growing less

rapidly.

d. The second finding was that the number of

middle-level workers in the social-health,

service-related occupations is growing more

rapidly. Vocational programs in this

area, particularly at the community college

level, need to be increased (4).

5. As a result of the career education thrust and

increased public interest in vocational-

technical programs, some educators have predic-

ted a need for more rapid expansion of

employment-related education (13).
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6. Some vocational leaders have pointed out the

need for vocational educators to answer the

following questions:

a. At what level should the specialized aspects

of occupational education be provided?

b. What can be done to (-±ange the image of

vocational education, especially among

students?

c. What kinds of schools and colleges shoul I

offer vocational and technical programs?

d. How can financial support for vocational

and technical education be structured to

allow local school authorities sufficient

freedom to assess local needs and plan pro-

grams to meet these needs (13)?*

7. Another need that has been projected nationally

deals with women and ethaic mi ;orities who have

persistently been Per-represented in a narrow

range of lower status, lcr paying occupations.

The need to check and discourage occupational

segregation in vocational education is immediate

and pervasive.*

8. In summary, the task of estimating needs for

vocational education programs requires knowl-

edge about current programs and manpower con-

ditions. This task is actually a first step

in a problem-solving approach to decision-

making. It is the identification and analysis

of a perceived or well-documented problem.*

2 7
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D. Identifying Alternatives for Meeting Vocational

Education Program NecOs

1. A second step in the problon-solving approach

to decision-making is searching for alterna-

tive solutions to identified problems.

2. The key to creativeness and effectiveness in

identifying alternatives is searching for all

potential solutions to a need and not just

relying on the techniques that have been used

before in other circumstances. The following

example illustrates this point.

al The program director of a machine tool

program, in which more students want to

participate than the present small facil-

ity allows, requests more equipment and

more work station space.

b. All available information indicates that

the need for graduates in this field is

acute and that student interest is high.

c. One solution is to build new shop facil-

ities and acquire more equipment.

d. An alternative to this solution is to con-

tract for the use of a local plant during

non-working hours if the plant does not

run 24 hours a day (13).

e. A third alternative is to extend the

school day from 7 to 5 and run classes on

_tut-days.

3. E crs have a tendency to look for remedies

within the traditional school building, class-

room, and laboratory setting and by using

"tried and true" teaching methods. There is

nothing inherently wrong with doing this--the

(13) Leadership in
the Adminis-
tration of
Vocational and
Technical
Education.



Content Outline (continued)

results in fact are often positive; however,

by investigating further--by reading, doing

research, and making inquiries--more options

become available for meeting needs and solving

problems. Identifying alternatives for pro-

gram needs is one of the most innovative and

creative steps in the pre-planning process.

The following are examples of identified al-

ternatives to traditional educational

solutions:

a. Hughson Union High School in California is

operating a curriculum designed to totally

intograte vocational and academic educa-

tion, using several "learning management

systems." In an individually prescribed

instruction approach, each student spends

20% Of his school time in large-group

instruction, 40% in small-group instruc-

tion, and 40% in independent study. This

approach is nongraded, and students pro-

ceed at their own rate. There are no

failures; a student simply recycles

through a unit if he needs additional

work. Results, according to "A Policy

and System Study of California Vocational

Education," have been spectacular: "The

dropout rate has been reduced from 30%

two dropouts in two years; 13 previous

dropouts have returned to school....The

continuation school, for those who had

gotten out of step in the regular school

program, has been closed. Hughson is now

taking dropouts from Turlock and Modesto.

-18 -
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Content Outline (continued)

The percentage of the student body pursu-

ing post-high school education has in-

creased from about half to about 70%....

Approximately one-third of the terminal

high school graduates are presently em-

ployed in jobs directly related to their

major emphasis in school" (9).

b. Instructional Materials. Department of

Defense instructional materials are being

made accessible to teachers by a North-

western Regional Educational Laboratory

(NWREL) project. Noting that military

services had training programs for which

many materials had been developed, NWREL

investigated their usefulness for schools.

An examination of 42,000 transparencies

and 500 films used in Navy training re-

vealed 12,000 suitable items. NWREL is

now developing index catalogues in seven

vocational areas--auto mechanics, welding,

machinist trades, basic electricity, basic

electronics, first aid, and marine naviga-

tion--for distribution to teachers in

NWREL's five-state region. The final

phase, with the cooperation of the state

departments in Alaska, Idaho, Montana,

Oregon, and Washington, is to establish

clearinghouses for the catalogued

materials (9).

30
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Career Counseling and Guidance. VIEW

(Vital Information for Education and Work)1

originally devCoped in San Diego, Cali-

fornia, is a system that stores informa-

tion about occupations on microfiche

mounted in a data-processing aperture

card. With state and regional modifica-

tions (including, in some places,

changing the acronym base to "Vocational

Information for Education and Work"), VIEW

is beginning to enjoy widespread usage.

In California, the system is one of the

major components of 11 career information

centers.

The VIEW system involves compiling (and

frequently updating) information on dif-

ferent occupations, putting the informa-

tion into a standard format, which can in-

clude both typeset material and illustra-

tions, transferring the material on a Par-

ticular occupation to a piece of micro-

film, and mounting the fiche in a data-

processing aperture card. Decks of VIEW

cards are then placed, along with a micro-

fiche reader or reader-printer machine, in

locations where they are accessible to

students and their teachers and counselors

(9).

Typically, the microfilmed information in-

cludes a description of the work involved

in the occupation, educational require-

-20-
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Content Outline (continued)

ments and ob entry qualifications, em-

ployment prospects and advancement oppor-

tunities, salary and working conditions,

where to get the needed education or

training, and sources of additional infor-

mation. Information keypunched into the

card itself usually includes aptitude

levels required (based on General Apti-

tude Test Battery cutoff scores), educa-

tional requirements, physical require-

ments, etc., so that a computer printout

of occupational titles worth investigating

can be obtained if one knows a specific

individual's aptitudes and personal

characteristics.

Colorado is using VIEW in every high

school in the state. The Colorado Career

Information Center has put more than 260

occupations into the VIEW format. South

Carolina is developing a statewide system,

with writing and administration by the

state department's research coordinating

unit and microfiche card production

centered at Clemson University. Fifteen

schools are using South Carolina VIEW, and

the goal was to have the service in every

junior and senior high school by mid-1972

(9).

32
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E. Making Recommendations for Present and Future

Vocational Education Program Development

1. This is one of the culminating activities in

the pre-planning process. It requires the

ability to synthesize all available and perti-

nent information into realistic and responsi-

ble suggestions and directions for program

development.*

2. Before reviewing examples of program recom-

mendations, it is timely to consider the

focal points around which vocational educa-

tion program recommendations must be made.

a. The overall purpose of vocational educa-

tion is to prepare individuals for a

working role.*

b. Suitable jobs must be available for indi-

viduals upon completion of this training

(4).

c. Training and jobs should reflect opportu-

nities for increased earnings and improved

employment status. No job or group of

jobs should be "dead-end."

d. Recommendations made in legard to program

development should facilitate the achieve-

ment of the preceding points.

e. A well-conceived recommendation should

direct program goals and efforts toward a

clearly understood purpose. A good recom-

mendation for vocational program develop-

ment contributes to the stability, secu-

rity, and interests of both the individual

and society.*

-22-
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Content Outline (continued)

3. Below is an example of a broad program recom-

mendation offered to one western state as the

result of an intensive program and manpower

review.

The mandate to serve students leads inescap-

ably to an examination of what students re-

quire in order to become employable, and to

the conclusion that skill training alone, in

functional isolation from other elements of

education, is no longer (if it ever was) ade-

quate. Employability requires the capacity to

communicate, to calculate, to comprehend, and

to cope, i.e., to solve problems and adapt to

changing work requirements. A vocational edu-

cation program, as opposed to discrete courses

in skill training, must also address students'

needs to find.out what careers are available

to them, which are attractive, and which are

realistic in light of their abilities and

aspirations. We live in an age dominated by

technology, where work is becoming increasing-

ly complex; more and more routine activities

are being assigned to machines while the work

people do is becoming more focused on activi-

ties which machines cannot perform.

Because of the impact of technological change,

today's students need skill training that goes

beyond narrow job specifications. They need

vocational education, organized around fami-

iies of occupations, that will allow them to

develop sufficient breadth and depth to grow

-23-
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Content Outline (continued)

in their work and to make changes if their

jobs become obsolete. Programming by occupa-

tional clusters is necessary not only to

broaden options at a given achievement level,

but also to provide options for training at

higher levels. For example, a home furnish-

ing cluster could range from furniture repair

and upholstering to i:Iterior decorating, to

furniture design and manufacture.

Curriculum must combine vocational and academ-

ic subject matter in activities that are mean-

ingful to students. For example, English,

physics, and mathematics can be incorporated

as components of a shop project to build,

operate, test, and report on a piece of equip-

ment; social studies and statistics can be

linked to an understanding of social dynamics

and the use of computational equipment in a

community research project (1).

4. National-level recommendations for vocational

education programs have come from the National

Advisory Council in a series of reports.*

a. The First Report was concerned with the

apparent failure of the schools to prepare

young people to realize their potential.

The Council felt the main reasons for thiz

failure were "attitude, program, and

money." It made the following recommenda-

tions:

35
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Content Outline (continued)

(1) We recommend that the federal govern-

ment immediately exercise its leader-

ship and allocate more of its funds to

cure our country of our national sin

of intellectual snobbery.

(2) We recommend that substantial federal

funds be allocated to support curric-

ulum development, teacher training,

and pilot programs in vocational edu-

cation. No federal investment will

bring a higher return. We challenge

state and local governments to throw

off old habits and take a hard, fresh

look at what they are doing in voca-

tional education. We urge the public

to watch carefully, and to demand and

support the innovations that work (8).

b. The Second Report of the National Advisory

Council recommended fundamental policy

changes for the federal government in the

areas of funding, educational role, and

manpower policies and legislation. The

recommendations included:

(1) requiring that communities develop

coordinated plans for reducing both

the flow of untrained youth and the

pool of unemployed adults;

(2) focusing federal support for communi-

ty co1171es and other two-year post-

secondary institutions on vocational

and technical programs as career prep-

aration;

36
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(3) overhauling the federal administrative

organization to permit the federal

government to exercise leadership in

vocational education as well as in

manpower training (8).

c. In their Third Report, the National

Advisory Council focused on the ineffec-

tiveness of education to prepare the dis-

advantaged for full participation in soci-

ety. The Council recommended that the

nation take four basic steps:

(1) Recognize that employment is an inte-

gral part of education.

(2) Give priority to programs for the dis-

advantaged without separating the dis-

advantaged from the mainstream of edu-

cation.

(3) Ehcourage parents and students to par-

ticipate in the development of voca-

tional programs.

(4) Establish residential schools for

those who need them most (8).

d. The Fourth Report emphasizes what the

Council felt to be the major cause of many

problems in vocational education--the

development of a system of financing voca-

tional education that precludes the crea-

tion of imaginative career education pro-

grams in the public schools. The

Council's position was that many of the

complaints so frequently heard about the

quality of vocational education courses,

facilities, and faculties could be traced

-26-
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Content Outline (continued)

to a system of funding that so narrowly

defined what could be funded as vocational

education that it excluded new and often

needed forms of career education. The

NACVE outlined a new funding and planning

technique in its recommendations (8).

e. In the Fifth Report, the Council examined

the forces that were apparently preventing

the adoption of some of their previous

recommendations. In this report the

Council strongly urged that programs in

vocational and technical education contin-

ue to be legislated and that the Depart-

ment of Health, Education, and Welfare

continue to be held accountable by

Congress under the law (8).

f. The Sixth Report made recommendations

regarding the improvement of vocational

guidance and counseling services (8).

In its Seventh Report the National

Advisory Council recognized the impor-

tance of vocational student organizations

and recommended that all of the following

be done:

(1) the President of the United States

continue to give visibility to voca-

tional student organizations, that he

suggest appropriate legislation to the

Congress, that he include in his bud-

get support to establisi), expand, and

extend these organizations throughout

career education;

g.

(8) National
Advisory
Council on
Vocational
Education
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Education
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(2) the Congress recognize vocational stu-

dent organizations as integral to in-

structional programs in all areas of

career education, and support them

financially;

(3) the U.S. Commissioner of Education

provide support for vocational student

organizations by: (a) drawing federal

guidelines for future State Plans for

Vocational Education which assure stu-

dent organization programs an integral

role in programs of instruction;

(b) providing a guaranteed set-aside

for student orga:cizations in the U.S.

Office of Education budget; lc) pro-

viding a number of staff positions to

coordinate the activities of the vari-

ous student organizations, to assure

that their programs and activities are

in harmony with national policies and

objectives, and to assist in develOp-

ing, expanding, and promoting such

organizations; (d) requiring teacher

training institutions which receive

federal funds to incorporate in their

programs instruction in the methods,

techniques, and philosophy of student

organizations.

(4) the student organizations themselves

launch a massive campaign with finan-

cial and professional assistance from

the U.S. Office of Education to take

their story to every local district,

-28-
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every State Boarc, every teachers'

group, every State Legislature, the

U.S. Congress, and to the ueneral

public;

(5) the nation's mass media join in this

effort;

(6) schools make the student organiza-

tions' programs available before

grade 10 so students who leave school

before completing twelve years of high

school may be exposed to their dynamic

programs (8).*

4 0
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F. Study Activities

PCLIJi(; thc crontcnt infcrmation nr07): oith

the leqpirlg actLoitieo, an(' thc recommend learning materials, complete the

activities on the following pages.

1. What questions would you like to be able to answer in writing before

making a comprehensive review and evaluation statement of your program,

or a program with which you are familiar?

2. Based on your reading and your own experience, list seven questions

that demonstrate critical thinking as it is applied to the facts and

assumptions which might be used in program evaluations and reviews.

For example:

Are the statements in the review (or evaluation): (a) reports of obser-

vations? (b) inferences from what has been observed? (c) "hearsay"?

3. Evaluate some manpower data that you have collected as evidence of the

need for more vocational training programs in an occupational service

area in which you are interested.

,111)( thc pp)bl,!m (1(!;;(,p1hcd -1.)1 caA (Jottin:1 b,!Loo.

4. A program director for a very popular power sewing program sees a need

for more equipment and more space for student work stations. Employ-

ment opportunities related to the program are increasing as is student

interest. One solution to the problem is to budget for more equipment

and additional buildings.

Describe two alternative solutions.

5. A large school district has a pupil-counselor ratio of 530 to 1. On a

recent survey, students indicated that one of the major deficiencies of

the school program was a lack of any career counseling. The dropout

rate is high and statistics show a high rate of unemployment among

youth in the district.

Identify two different solutions to this problem.

-30-
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6. Describe different kinds of information that would be helpful before

seeking alternative solutions for vocational education programs.

7. Describe three or four guidelines useful when identifying alternative

solutions to vocational education program needs.

8. Using the guidelines provided in your reading, make several recommenda-

tions which would be the best possible solutions to problems associated

with your program (or school, or one that you know about).

9. Which recommendations by the National Advisory Council do you consider

most important? Rank them in order up to 5.

10. Which recommendations do you feel have had the most impact? Explain

and support your statement.

(See Appendix A for possible answers.)

4 2
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Goal 5.2

Content Outline Activities-Resources

rG/oal ///5.2: Conduct a Complete Preiiminary,
Investigation Resulting in a Proposal for
Initiating a New or Improved Vocational
Education Program.

/ii

A. Introduction

1. The first four objectives in this module were

concerned with reviewing and evaluating voca-

tional programs and manpower needs, estimating

needs and identifying alternatives for future

vocational programs, and making recommenda-

tions for vocational programs.

2. Reviewing, evaluating, estimating, identify-

ing, and recommending are all tasks that

require special skills. These skills are par-

ticularly useful to the curriculum specialist

beginning the planning that will provide the

foundations of a new or improved vocational.

education program. These skills are needed to

conduct an efficient and complete preliminary

investigation for program planning. The pre-

liminary investigation is the most important

part of the pre-planning process.

3. The purpose of this section of the module is

to illustrate and analyze the preliminary in-

vestigation in order to assist future curric-

ulum specialists in developing an efficient

and effective approach to vocational education

program development.

4 3
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4. The preliminary investigation, which, in fact,

is a guideline for proposal writing, includes

the following major items:

a. occupational description, rationale for

tha occupational program, and sources for

additional information;

b. the employment picture related to a spe-

cific occupational program;

c. the current status of a specific occupa-

tional program;

d. the economic considerations related to the

occupational program;

e. the personnel considerations related to a

specific occupational program;

f. the work experience considerations related

to program development;

g. health and safety hazards associated with

a specific occupation; and

h. union and community attitudes regarding

the specific occupational program (3).

B. Promoting a New Occupational Program*

1. A statement providing basic information for

promoting a new occupational program should

include at least the following kinds of

information:

a. Naree of the proposed occupational program

and the nature of the work, clearly

described. For instance:

4 4
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Printing Occupations (11)

Phase I (Composing Room Workers)

Background Information*

Production of printed materials involves
workers in a wide variety of occupations.
Printing craftsmen who in 1968 numbered
over 412,300 represent a large segment of
these employees. Printing craftsmen usu-
ally specialize in one area of printing
operations; for example, type composition,
photography, platemaking, presswork, or
binding. Their training, moreover, is
confined largely to only one of the basic
printing methods--1-etterpress, lithogra-
phy, or gravure.

[The composing room workers are one of
the largest groups of employed printing
craftsmen.] This group includes
hand compositors, typesetting
machine operators, m 'T-up men, tape-
perforating machine uperators (tele-
typesetters), and proofreaders. Other
large groups of skilled workers are print-
ing pressmen and their assistants; litho-
graphic craftsmen, including cameramen,
artists, strippers, platemakers, and
lithographic pressmen. Bookbinders,
photoengravers, electrotypers, and stereo-
typers are other important printing
craftsmen....

Maintenance machinists, who repair and
adjust typesetting machines, printing
presses, or bindery equipment, are another
group of skilled workers employed in large
plants.

b. Target of this proposal:

Composing Room Occupations

Background Information

The printing process begins in a composing
room where manuscript copy is set in type,

45
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Content Outline (continued)

proofed, and checked for errors. Machine
and handset type, and other materials,
such as photoengravings, are assembled
there and prepared for the pressroom.

Composing room occupations offer
many opportunities for persons
interested in learning a
skilled craft. Compositors
usually have year-round em-
ployment and very good
earnings. Composing
room workers include compositors who
set type by hand; typesetting machine
operators who operate semi-automatic type-
setting machines; tape-perforating machine
operators who perforate tapes used to
operate some typesetting machines; bankmen
who assemble type in shallow trays called
"galleys" and make trial proofs of this
type; proofreaders who check the galley
proofs with the original copy for errors;
make-up men who assemble type and photo-

.

engravings in page forms; and stonehands,
who arrange the pages in proper sequence
(!1).

c. Nature of the Work:*

Hand Compositors (typesetters) (D.O.T.
973.381) make up the oldest composing
room occupation. Today the majority of
type that is set by hand is for work re-
quiring very fine composition, usually
larger size type being used for advertis-
ing copy, and for small jobs where it
would be impractical to set the type by
machine.

In setting type by hand, the compositor,
reading from the manuscript copy, first
sets each line of type in a "composing
stick" (a device which holds type in
place) letter by letter and line by line.
When this stick is full, he slides the
completed lines onto a shallow metal tray
called a "galley."

-36-
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example with
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investigation.



Content Outline (continued)

Typesetting machine operators are crafts-
men who operate semi-automatic machines
which set type much more rapidly than the
hand compositdrs. The type size used in
machine set composition ordinarily is much
smaller than that set by hand.

Linot e (or Intertype) machine operators
D.O.T. 650.582) reading from the copy
clipped to the machine's copy board,
select letters and other characters by
operating a keyboard which has 90 keys.
As they press the keys, the letters, in
forms of metal molds called matrices, are
assembled into lines of words. A space-
band key provides the necessary spacing
between words. As they complete each
line, the operators touch a lever and the
machine automatically casts the line of
type into u solid metal strip called a
"slug." The slugs are then deposited in a
galley and are later assembled into the
type forms from which either the printing
impressions or the plates are made. Near-
ly newspaper plants, large commercial
shops, and typographic composition firms
use these machines and operators to set
type. In the smaller plants, the type-
setting machine operator maintains and
repairs as well as operates the typeset-
ting achine. In the larger plants, main-
tenance machinists are employed to make
all but minor adjustments to the machines.

Othe. G/pesetting machine operators work
on notype machines. One machine is

d the Monotype keyboard and tho other
is the Monotype caster (11).

Monotype keyboard operators (D.O.T.
650.582) operate keyboards quite similar
tc those on a typewriter, but which in-
clude about four times as many keys. The
keyboard machine produces a perforated

4 7
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paper tape which later is fed into the
casting machine. The keyboard operator
must be able to handle complicated copy,
such as statistical tables (11).*

2. The statement of basic information should also

include estimates or recommendations on the

length of the training period necessary to

gain designated entry-level competencies.

3. Information about key persons in the occupa-

tion is very useful and should include local

people who would be available for consultation

4. The statement of basic information should also

include a list of occupational organizations.

5 It should also include a list of employers in

the district, state, or region.

6 Finally, an explanation of the appropriateness

of the proposed program to a particular school

or district should be included (3).

C. The Employment Picture

The second step in a preliminary investigation for

vocational education program development is to

gather information about employment opportunities

and conditions in the service area of the proposed

program, including:

1. existing surveys of the employment market

which relate to the specific occupational

progrdm;*

2. an explanation or illustration of the career

ladder (or lattice) potentials of the job;

3. an indication of the shortage/surplus trends

in the specific occupation;

4. an indication of the seasonal or fluctuating

trends of the occupation;*
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(11) Occupational
Outlook
Handbook.

See Discussion
Question H.

(3) Resource
Guide for
AdifFistrators
of Occupa-
tional Education.

Refer to pp. 103-109
of the sample proposal
for examples related to
this topic.

See Discussion
Question I.



Content Outline (continued)

5. An identification of the geographical areas

or locations of highest employment for the

occupation (3).*

D. Current Status of Occupational Program

A third step in the preliminary investigation is

a study of the present condition of the proposed

occupational program within the district. Neces-

sary information includes:

1. existing surveys or information regarding

similar programs;

2. a recommendation as to the most appropriate

educational level for this proposed program;*

3. available information about success or prob-

lems in regard to the occupational program;

4. existing information about enrollment, reten-

tion, and placement records;

information regarding exploratory or feeder

programs, if any, at lower levels.

E. Economic Considerations

1. The next step in initiating a new vocatior,i1

education program is a description, most often

an estimate, of the cost ,:jf the program. iis

should include information about tile followlig

items:

a. initial costs of the program

equipment, curriculum guides, etc.);

b. estimated ongoing costs of the progrn!

(supplies, transportation, inservice,

etc.);

4 9

(3) Resource
Guide for
Administrators
of Occupa-
tional Education.

* Classroom Activity
8 is related to
this information.

* Classroom Activity
9 is related to
this information.
Also see Discussion
Question J.



Content Outline (continued)

c. student-teacher ratio and per pupil cost

of the program;

d. suggestions on how the program can be

financed (3).

2. Many problems are associated with the financ-

ing of vocational education programs. A brief

review of some of the major funding problems

may help the curriculum specialist understand

and present financial information. The second

report of the National Advisory Council empha-

sized the following concerns:

a. On the local scene, one of the more intri-

cate economic problems is calculating bud-

get increases for program improvement, ex-

tension, or changeover. In estimating

changeover costs to a more efficient man-

agement and instructional system, the

state of California was provided with the

following information through private

research efforts:

An estimate was made of the total state-

wide costs for the changeover to the new

learning management system. California

has about 400,000 students in grades 9-12.

Assuming an average additional annual cost

of $150/pupil, the statewide cost over a

5-year period would be $300 million. At

the lowest figure of $125/pupil, the

statewide cost would be $250 million,

while the highest per pupil cost of '0200

would make the statewide cost come to $400
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Content Outline (continued)

over a 5-year period, assuming a major

change in all districts. Thus $50-80

million added funding would be needed each

year for the next 5 years if all districts

were to change over at maximum speed. It

is of course more likely 'that a statewide

change will require something like 10

years which would imply some $25 to 40

million in added cost per year. It should

be noted that the costs of the above

change in the management and instructional

system do not reflect a complete restruc-

turing of the high school curriculum where

the present curriculum emphasis is approx-

imately 60% college prep, 20% vocational,

and 20% general education to a more real-

istic 60% vocational and 40% college prep.

Of course not all schools are going to .
(1)

change over in 5 years, and we have indi-

cated the annual cost if the whole state

changes over in 10 years (1).

Actually it is unlikely that changeover will

ever be statewide. Also, changes usually take

place along a so-called "S" curve--only a few

schools change in the early years, then as the

new way is proven, more and more schools

change. As time goes on, those that are going

to charge will have begun and the curve of

accumulated changes flattens out (1).

5 1
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of California
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Education.



Content Outline (continued)

Leir

411

STATE LEVEL
IMPLEMENTATION MANAGEMENT COSTS (1)

(thousands of dollars)

Item

1. Guidance & Counseling
Statewide Working
Conference

2. Expansion of T&I Teacher
Education

3. Specialized credential
processor

4a. Minority teacher educe
ticn including plannilpj

b. Support for program

5. Board discretionary
planning funds

6. State Department of
Education Project
Managers

7. Interagency Task Force
for planning, collection
of state & regional occupa-
tion information

Salaries and
Personnel Support Costs*

To be handled by 10

Pupil Personnel
Bureau & Voca-
tional Education
Section, State
Department of
Education.

2 new teacher 50

educators

1 profess-!onal & 40
assistants.

1 professional 25

per 10 recruits

none

6 professionals

100

250

150

No new personnel 10

8. Management Information 5 professionals 100

Systehis

* Including secretarial-clerical support sta.J.

(1) A Policy and System Study_ of California Vocational Education.
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Timing or
Priority

Immediate

Immediate

Immediate

Immediate

Immediate

Immediate

Immediate

Immediate

Immediate



Content Outline (continued)

F. Personnel Considerations

The fifth step in the preliminary investigation

concerns information regarding personnel--students

and professionals.

1. What indications of student interest have been

demonstrated?

2. What admittance qualifications, if any, would

be required?

3. What are the characteristics of students who

would be most likely to complete this program?

4. Are qualified instructors available? (3)

5. What leadership is available? There is a

great need for better leadership at the local

and state levels. Under the 1968 Amendments

the federal leadership role was shifted to put

more emphasis on administrative and statisti-

cal responsibilities; the programming role was

given to the states, with a high degree of

local involvement made mandatory. This shift

has increased the need for local vocational

education leaders who have the competence to

plan, operate, and evaluate vocational pro-

grams on the secondary and postsecondary

levels. These new leaders should have the

conceptual, technical, administrative, and

human relations skills needed to develop pro-

grams that will serve both thr: individual and

society (13).

Most vocational administrators are recruited

from teaching positions and vocational teach-

ers generally have a high degree of competence

in a particular occupational field. Leaders

-43.-
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(3) Resource
Guide for
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of Occupa-
tional Education.

(13) Leadership in
Administration
of Vocational
and Technical
Education,
pp. 101-102.



Content Outline (continued)

in vocational education can no longer follow

their specialized roles exclusively; thoy must

be both specialists in vocational education

and behavioral scientists as well. They must

be able to relate vocational and technical

educltion to business and industry, to govern-

ment and to education in general. They must

be able to conceptualize the new and emerging

relationships and set new goals for vocational

education (13).*

6. How can business and industry be involved?

Three major techniques have been used by edu-

cators for involving business and industry

personnel in vocational and technical educa-

tion programs:

a. the advisory committee;

b. the school-appointed coordinator or spe-

cial consultant for industry liaison;

c. the local trade and professional associa-

tions in the community (6).

G. Work Experience Considerations

1. Vocational and technical education, with its

emphasis on preparation for jobs and careers

in trade, industry, agriculture, business, and

sub-professional fields, must plan appropriate

work experience for students.

2. The interdependence of industry and education

has been recognized throughout the history of

vocational education.

3. Vocational education, more than any other kind

of education, offers unlimited opportunity for

-44-
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(13) Leadership in
Administratich,
of Vocational
and Technical
Education.

* Classroom Activity
10 is related to
this information.

(6) Dimensions of
Manpower Policy:
Programs and
Research.
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Content Outline (continued)

involvement by representatives from business

and industry.

4. The effectiveness of the involvement of busi-

ness and industry can well determine the prac-

tical effectiveness of the vocational educa-

tion programs provided by the public schools

for developing manpower resources (6).

5. Crucial to the development of effective

industry-education cooperation is the need to

correct the lack of organized cooperation

the advisory committees and cooperative

programs of the vocational and technical

schools within a given school system or metro-

politan labor market area (6).

H. Health and Safety Considerations

1. Congress passed the Occupational Safety and

Health Act of 1970 with the intention of re-

versing a rising rate of job-related deaths,

injuries, and illnesses. Its implementatiop

brought three new federal agencies into being,

the Occupational Safety and Health Administra-

tion (OSHA) in the Department of Labor, the

National Institute of Occupational Safety and

Health (NIOSH) in the Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, and the independent

Occupational Safety and Health Review Commis-

sion. These agencies have hired nearly 2,000

persons to handle the research, inspections,

enforcement, training, and administrative

tasks entailed in improving occupational safe-

ty and health nationwide (10).*
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(6)

(6)

(10)

UMW

Dimensions of
Manpower Policy:
Programs and
Resedrch.

EM=WieornileclIcy:

Programs and
Research.

Manpower Report
of the
President. Stu-
dents should use
the most recent
edition of this
annual report for
the most current
information.

* Classrpom Activity
11 is important
here.



Content Outline (continued)

2. The act pr ided that states may set up and en-

for-e their own occupational safety and health

plans provided these plans are "at least as

active" as the federal program. State plans

are submitted to OSHA for approval. (More

than 29 have been approved and 27 others were

under review at the end of 1973; almost 4,000

individuals were employed in carrying out the

16 plans which were in active operation.)

3. The upsurge of activity in job safety and in

protecting workers' health has led tr, a short-

age in trained and experienced prc assional

workers in the field. Although ti'? shortage

is not critical, it may intensify as federal

and state programs expand. Contributing to it

has been the quickening interest of both busi-

ness and labor in the safety and health of the

work force; businesses, especially larger

firms, are hiring increasing numbers of safety

professionals to design and carry out programs,

partly because labor groups have become more

safety conscious. Agreements on action to

correct unsafe and unhealthful conditions

gAaranteeing protection from future risks were

introduced into a number of labor-management

contracts ht.yotiated in 1973.

4. Unions are also hiring safety directors to

train workers in safe working practices and

cooperate with management in ensuring satis-

factory working conditions. Further demands

for professional safety personnel originate

with insurance companies and consulting firms

which are expanding safety and health services

-46-
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Content Outline (continued)

to clients seeking to avoid federal and state

penalties for job hazards. Furthermore, in-

dustrial hygienists and industry doctors and

nurses are in increased demand and more and

more research is focused on the care znd pre-

vention of illness related to dust, poor ven-

Lilation, heat, and fumes and inhaling or

handling of toxic substances used in industry,

especially ' )etroleum and plastics (10).

5. The very na of vocational education cre-

ates problems of health and safety which need

to be weighed in the decision-making process

concerned with pre-planning. Questions based

on such possible problems as hazardous equip-

ment, toxic fumes, dangerous acids, and a host

of similar or related concerns must be asked:

a. In what institutional setting should the

program be located?

b. Is it a program that can be housed in a

school facility?

c. If the program can be housed in a school,

are the costs related to a highly hazard-

ous instructional program prohibitive?

6. Considerations involving level of student have

to do with appropriateness for high school

instruction, or for community college, or if

for neither of these programs, is trade exten-

sion the appropriate institutional setting?

Maturation is one factor that affects the de-

cision to place the program in the community

college. Now that 18-year-olds are classified

as adults and can be legally responsible for

-47-
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Content Outline (continued)

decisions affecting their own health and safe-

ty, the community colleges can offer programs

where the safety factors would prevent the

high schools from considering them.

7. While the decision whether the program should

be located in a high school, occupational

center, or a community college may be negative

because of health and safety factors, there

are still other options available. These in-

stitutions might still offer the program by

using industrial facilities for the laboratory

phases of the instructional program. The laws

governing health and safety on scnool sites

are considerably more stringent than those

placed on business and industry. A cogent

argument to conduct instructional programs for

occupations in which the health and safety

problems are severe could, nevertheless, be

developed on behalf of the schools. The basis

for this argument is that a formalized in-

structional program can be more effective than

some of the present catch-as-catch-can learn-

ing that exists in some industries.

8. The costs involved in establishing instruc-

tional programs with high risks to health and

safety are a major determinant in whether or

not a school should conduct a program. The

costs, which would be identified in the pre-

planning phase of curriculum development, can

include safety clothing for students, equip-

ment guards, special ventilation systems, and

many others, and could thus be a consideration

that would push the program into a business or I

'dustry site under school administration.

-48-



Content Outline (continued)

I. Union and Community Attitudes

1. Crucial to the development and maintenance of

good relationships with local communities and

trade unions is improved state planning super-

vision and coordination for local programs.

2. fAll educators} must broaden their vision
to recognize that industry land communi-
ty} participation and involvement in the
occupational program of the public school
system is not a goal in itself. Rather
it is the means for developing a sense of
identification on the part of representa-
tives from all segments of our economy in
the programs of and problems of the pub-
lic schools. To achieve this identifica-
tion, more than occasional meetings and
sporadic cooperative activities of educa-
tors and industry people is required.
Educators must provide ways, means, and
strategies so that industry people may
identify themselves with, and feel them-
selves full-fledged partners in solving,
the problems of the schools and the
school systems of our nation. Only
through such a partnership will our
schools and our communities be in a posi-
tion to offer purposeful, meaningful, and
effective education for the world of work
(6) .*
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J. Study Activities

Thc first st,T in j!,d au .ffective occupational orogram proposal is

tH a clete prA.ImZnat Tho learning ac-tIziltico

re7.at:cd to acaL ,IPL? Jesignea' to ,uidc uou throvh all the act-ivit-les

p:ccessar;!! .1.01' completing a preliminal7i inoest7.i77tion. POP the ourrosee

of these actioltics, select an occupational program that Is of interest

to uou, OP cMC which will he of interest t;,') !jou in the future, OP ()O that

you Ir i1'ie. H LJ working on. Answering the aucstions in this section

wl: h;.!lp tc,, write : Convvehcsive program proposal. Use the exa-Tle

;.
teg-f.nning on age 8? to check your answers.

1. What is the title of the occupational program you have selected?

2. What does the worker do in this occupation?

3. How long should the training period be?

4. List key persons in the occupation (preferably those immediately

available for advice and assistance).

5. What are the related occupational organizations?

6. Who are the employers?

7. Why is the program appropriate to your particular school or department

at this particular time? (NOTE: The program review and evaluation

that you completed in the first part of this module may be used here.)

8. In relation to your proposed occupational program, what surveys of the

employment market have been conducted? (NOTE: Use information that

you gathered in the first part of this module and in Module 4.)

9. Is there a shortage or surplus of workers in this occupation?

10. What are the career ladder potentials of this job?

6 0
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11. Is the work seasonal?

12. Does need for the occupation tend to fluctuate (e.g., as in the space

industry, war industry, etc.)?

13. Is employment for this occupation centered in your district?

14. What surveys or information on similar programs is available?

15. Is there any duplication of programs?

16. What educationdl level is most appropriate for this program?

17. What information about successes or problems is available in regard

to your proposed programs?

18. What are the enrollment retention and placement records?

110 19. What will the initial costs of the program be? (Include salaries of

faculty, costs of equipment, curriculum guides, etc.)

20. What are the estimated ongoing costs of the program (supplies, trans-

portation, in-service training, etc.)?

21. What is the estimated student-teacher ratio?

22. What is the estimated per/pupil cost of the program?

23. How can the program be financed?

24. How many students have shown an interest n the program?

25. Are there student entry requirements?

26. What are the characteristics of students who are likely to be inter-

ested in completing this program?

6 1
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27. Who is qualified to teach this program?

28. What is the lecture-laboratory ratio?

29. What work experience is required for this occupation?

30. What work experience opportunities are available in the district?

31. What opportunities are available for a cooperative education program?

32. List all the health and safety hazards associated with the particular

occupation.

33. List the health and safety hazards associated with training for this

particular occupation.

34. What unions are associated with this occupation?

35. What position do the unions take in regard to vocational training for

this occupation?

36. What evidence is there of community approval or disapproval of the

program?

6 2
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Goal 5.3
.31(7.AY'..." 420.111M-ta. Wie,"...1.,*0111 /CUM

Content Outline Activities-Resources
%.:71,111311iMPA91017

Goal 5.3: Complete the Pre-Planning
Process for Vocational Education Program
Development by Following an Appropriate
Curriculum Approval Procedure.

A. Discussing a New Occupational Program with Faculty

and Administrators* * Students should
complete Study Activity 1

1. After a new idea for an occupational program before proceeding.

has been thoughtfully conceptualized and com-

mitted to paper, the idea should be communi-

cated as clearly and broadly as possible.*

2. Above all, staff faculty, administrators, and

school trustees or board rAembers involved in

the program or promotion of the program should

be the first to hear abJut it.

3. Social, psychological, and political factors

are involved in program decis-:on-making.

Every decision is ultimately a human judgment

(13). It is very importent to understand the

point of view of other people involved or po-

tentially involved in the program. Try to

establish the following with other staff,

faculty, and/or admnistrators:

a. tentative decision to continue development

b. tentative confirmation of faculties;

c. possibilities for budgeting;

d. potential problems or obstacles;

e. potential involvement of other staff

members;

63
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Content Outline (continued)

f. suggestions for improvement (3).

B. Presenting an Occupational Proposal through a

Curriculum Approval Procedure *

1. After the proposal has been completed, the

task of synthesizing the information for each

presentation remains.

2. The ability to summarize major points in the

proposal is crucial when presenting it to a

body of decision-makers. They will want to

know the major advantages and disadvantages o

the program in addition to the other facts

presented in the proposal.

3. Presentations should be tailored to fit the

group for whom it is intended. Curriculum

committees will want different information

than will a board of education or an advisory

committee.

4. Summarizing by using visual aids is often ef-

fective and to the point. Copies of important

material should be provided to each member of

the committee. Encourage questions and

suggestions.

5. It may be necessary to contrast the proposed

program with outdated programs, revealing such

characteristics as:

a. a chronic lack of student interest in the

program;

b. a lack of jobs in the areas for which the

graduates were trained;

6 4
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Content Outline (continued)

c. a preponderance of antiquated equipment

and instruments in poorly funct',.ring

laboratories and shops (4).

C. Selecting and Using an Interim Advisory Committee

1. Advisory committees have been used tradition-

ally in vocational and technical education for

curriculum development and review.

2. The purpose of the interim advisory committee

is to obtain community and labor input before

and during curriculum development (13).

3. The interim advisory committee can check on

the accuracy of the information collected for

the proposed occupational program.

4. The interim advisory committee, comprised of

influential community members and opinion

leaders who are willingly and actively in-

volved in the mission of vocational-technical

edu,:ation is an important link between the

school or college and the ccymunity. Involv-

ing the committee during the pre-planning en-

sures greater commitment and cooperation (13)!

6 5
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(4) Principles of
Postsecondary
Vocational
Education.
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Part III.



D. Stucil Activities

1. In order to complete the exercises related to Goal 5.3, you will need

to transform the incormation you have collected for Goal 5.2 into a

proposal format similar to the sample provided on page 87 of this

guide. The resulting proposal will also be used as a practical assess-

ment of your achievement of the objectives of this module.

Using the information you collected for the objectives of Goal 5.2,

write a complete proposal for an occupational program. You may use the

same format as the sample contained in this module or you may prefer a

modified form. It is, however, important that you include information

on all of the topics discussed under Goal 5.2, unless they clearly do

not apply.

Part of your grade will depend on how well you address the questions in

the preliminary investigation and transfer such information to proposal

form. Below is the form to be used in evaluating your proposal.

Proposal Evaluation Form

a. Appearance, style - Total 25 points

typed
- adequate sentence and paragraph structure
- spelling

4
- readability

b. Organization - Total 25 points

logical development
table of contents

c. Content Total 50 points

- basic information
employment information

- program status information
financial information

- personnel information
- work experience, placement information
health and safety information
union and/or community attitudes

2. Prepare an oral presentation of your proposal.

66
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3. Divide the class into groups of hypothetical faculty members and adminis-

trators.

4. Present your proposal to the class. The presentation should not exceed

15 minutes. Ask for suggestions from each group following the evaluation

form presented on page 56.

5. After your presentation write down all the suggestions. Then assume

the role of an interested teacher or administrator and listen to the

next presentation.

6. What would be the most effective way of presenting your proposal to the

district curriculum planning committee? Outl:ne your approach in terms

of what you would do first, second, th;rd, etc.

7 After receiving the "go ahead" from the curriculum planning committee,

forming an interim advisory committee would be advisable. A well-

informed committee can check the accuracy of all information obtained

for the proposal; help determine entry-level skills for the occupation(s)

concerned; help develop student performance goals for the program; and

recommend the acceptance of the proposed program (6). People appointed

to the interim advisory committee should be willing to participate and

should be made fully aware of the expectations of tne administrator or

curriculum coordinator (12).

What tasks would you want an interim advisory committee to perform?

6 7
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Part III:

Group and Classroom Activities
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PART III

GROUP AND CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Classroom Activities

NOTE: The following activities are designed for use in the classroom to

stimulate discussion on specific topics covered in this module. The activ-

ities are designed to be used following student self-study; however,

depending on the background and abilities 3f students, these activities

may not require previous study. All classroom activities are keyed to the

content outline to indicate an appropriate point for participation.

1. As an introduction to this module, ask students to read the Overview

and Rationale in their guides carefully. Then have them write down

the steps they consider most important in preparing a new vocational

education program prior to actual curriculum development.

Example: 1. Review and evaluate current status of vocational
education programs.

2. Review and evaluate manpower data.

3. Identify problems.

4. Estimate needs.

5. Identify alternatives.

Ask several students to present their lists. Try to reach a class

consensus as to the necessary preliminary activities for program

development and make a .ist of them on the blackboard as you proceed.

2. Review all the pertinent manpower information obtained from secondary

sources that the students collected in Module 4. Discuss the informa-

tion in light of the statements in the content outline.

For example: What is the intent of the data? Is it possible that
some statistics are misleading? Just because employ-
ment opportunities are increasing more rapidly in
service-related occupations does not mean that
manufacturing-related occupations are decreasing. More
jobs may actually be contained in manufacturing. How

-59-
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is the data collected? What is the margin of error?
What are the implications of specific aspects of the
data? Have the conclusions been evaluated?

3. Ask students to identify two of the most important needs of the voca-

tional pronrams they have been associdted with recently.

Example: 1. more attention to cooperative and work experience
programs

4 Organize students into small groups. Ask each group to identify the

single greatest problem in vocational education today. Have each

group present its problem to the class, then discuss the needs that

these problems generate for vocational education program planning.

Example:

Problem

The unrealistic career goals of students.

Program needs

a. to attract to the vocational program students who are capable
of profiting from vocational courses;

b. to strengthen public support for vocational education programs;

c. to improve the career guidance, counseling, and placement
sylems.

5. Reconvene the small groups that were organized for Classroom Activity

4. Ask students to review the problems and needs they stated previously.

Then have them "brainstorm" as many alternatives for meeting the needs

as possible. Encourage students to search for creative solutions.

6 Ask students to relate the NACVE recommendations to the recommendations

made in cases they are familiar with to recommendations they would make

for their own programs.

Example:

NA.CVE 'ASE STUDY

Recognize that employment is High schools should reconstruct
an integral part of education their curricula around the prin-

ciple of preparing each student
for the occupation he fllust under-
take immediately upon leaviug

70 school.
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7. The purpose of the Classroom Activities related to Goal 5.2 is to

assist the student in completing the occupational program proposal.

Various activities will be suggested under each objective which are

designed to help the student each step of the way. It is recom-

mended that sufficient class time be allowed for the student to

work on the proposal as it is a time-consuming task.

To achieve Objective 5.21, suggest that the student use the Occupa-

tional Outlook Handbook or the Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

8 Review Module 4 for information related to employment statistics and

see the information related to Goals 4.3 and 4.4. Then analyze the

following manpower statement with students.

While concern and emphasis in vocational education has turned
toward student needs, planning and management ultimately must make
reference to the job and industry trends in California. California
needs about 500,000 new workers each year. Vocational completions
in the State approximate 175,000 persons yearly, from high school
and community college programs. The "planning gap" offers an
opportunity for vocational education to expand its programs.

In the past California has lacked statewide, regional, and often
local manpower data for guiding resource allocation in starting
new programs or closing old ones. Local manpower data were and
are obtained program by program from industry advisory committees
and, infrequently, by countywide surveys.

Tables in the report show past and projected employment distributed
according to major occupation and industry categories, with further
detail on the manufacturing and service sectors. For vocational
education, a most important trend is the shift in employmnt from
miArmfacturing to the service sector. The percentage of California
employment in manufacturing will shrink from 25% of the total in
1960 to about 20% of the total in 1975. During the same period
the service sector will grow from 25% to about 32% of the total
employed in California. The proportion of white-collar workers as
a percentage of the total labor force will grow to 56% by 1975 from
1960's 51.5% with most of the increase (13.7% to 17.2%) accounted
for by professional and technical workers. The services industry
is expected to grow most rapidly, and among the service workers,
health and education are the two fastest growing employment sectors.

7 1
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From the point of view of occupations, five of the eight major groups

each comprised between 11% and 16% of the total in 1960. These are:

a. clerical and kindred workers

b. operatives and kindred workers

c. craftsmen, foremen, and kindred worke-s

d. professional, technical, and kindred workers

e. managers, officials, and proprietors

These data provide the State Board with one important checkpoint for

allocating resources to vocational programs. Wide distribution of

this information will allow districts and areas to use the data in

conjunction with the manpower requirements of their locale and as a

crucial part of the career information and guidance subsystem. The

State Department of Education may then analyze the distribution of

its funding against the overall state economic needs as one method of

management control and planning. This is not meant to suggest that a

strict uniformity to the proportion of each industry and each occupa-

tion is the proper allocation. Costs, benefits, growth rates, stu-

dent needs, employee turnover rates, area and local economic condi-

tions and other factors should be analyzed in conjunction with these

data.

The State Board must arrange for systematic and periodic collection

of manpower data for use by State, Area, and County levels of voca-

tional educators and planners. Although manpower projections have

been called for under the law in the past, the State agencies with

the technical capability to carry out the task have not been funded.

If at the end of the current fiscal year, a project is not underway

to make the necessary study on a yearly basis, the State Department

of Education should request funds and personnel to undertake the work.

Topics for analysis might include:

a. Which employment statistics are emphasized?

b. What rationale is given for using manpower data?

c. What are the implicatiohs of this report for vocational edu-

cation program planWag?

9. Review with students the information they collected for Goal 5.1 of

this module. Much of that information will be useful in achieving

Objec.t.ive 5.?3.

"alggest that students seek thi., information in their own schools or

in theL. district dnd regionai
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10. Ask students to consider what characteristics are necessary in leaders

of vocational education.

For example, leaders must be able to relate vocational education to
business and industry, must Have expertise in vocational education
as well as in the behavioral sciences.

11. Have students describe their personal experiences with health and

safety regulations in vocational training settings.

For example, some vocational teachers must constantly be aware of
hazards due to machinery; others due to environmental conditions.

Are there any settings in which there are no health and safety hazards?

Most laboratory situations imply the need for specific rules and
regulations in order to avoid accident or injury to participants.

12. Allow class time for students to complete their occupational program

proposals. Asist individual students as they begin to organize the

information they collected under Goals 5.1 and 5.2 in order to write

their proposals.

13. Students will need to work in small groups in order to complete the

objectives of this module.

14. Ask students to report the result of their work on Study Activity 1 under

Objective 5.32 in class.
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Discussion Questions

A. What are some of the most important questions to ask when reviewing and

evaluating the status of vocational education programs?

(Questions will depend upon the purpose of the review; nevertheless,
the following examples seem to be consistently important: What are
employment opportunities? What are current vocational enrollments?
What is the projected need for this field? What are job requirements?
What is the cost? Does the program lend itself to institutional
development?)

B. What are some specific examples of when a critical-ninking process

similar to the one described would be needed or helpful?

(Sometimes citizen, civic, or professional labor groups at the local
level pressure the school or college for a particular program. At
times these demands are self-seeking while at other times they are
completely altruistic. Occasionally business-industrial concerns
honestly overstate their needs for certain kinds of occupational
preparation. If the school or college accepts such deminds at face
value, tremendous difficulty in placement may result.) (4)

C. Is the statement related to this question consistent with the 1968

Amendments concerning the philosophy of vocational education programs

in meeting the needs of handicapped and di 2 -' strdents?

(Does this imply enrollment restrictions? :t mean that only
select students can profit from vocaticnc edoca' on? Does it mean
that vocational education can be adapt& to :he needs of women,
minorities, disadvantaged, and handicappA?;

D. Ask students to discuss all the steps in 2. 2m-solving approach to

decision-making.

(The discussion might focus on the followinp steps.
1. identification and analyst. of the problem;
2. search for alternative solu' .ons;
3. selerf4on and implementation of the best alternative solutuni and
J. revicw c14 actual consequences and possible remedial steps.) (1'...!)

E. As a review of the first part of this module, ask studeni.s to list (or

discuss) Ole tasks which necessarily precede a well-inforpld recommenda-

;.ion Jr future program development in vocational educatioo.

(Such lAsks should include: program review and eva'uation, manpower
reviev, and ev,Iluat,on, identifying problems, estime6.ing needs, searching
fd7 alterrotivb solutions.)
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F. Ask students to discuss ether characteristics of good recommendations.

(Other characteristics might include:
1. a review of consequences and possible r.,71,e,lial steps in regard to

the recommendations given;
2. a suggested procedure for making romed.:1 steps if necessary;
3. awareness that few decisions are irre\rIcJ)le, and virtually no

decision can be made and then forgott,:-).)

G. Ask students to make three or four recommellations for vocational

education programs in general. Discuss t recommendations made by the

students, comparing them to the recommenions made by the National

Advisory Council.

H. Discuss the basic information given f7r .-:nting occupations. You

might emphasize the following points

a. a single vocational training program ma/ a number of

occupations;

b. importance of thorouyhly understandi, :,.t.ure of the work

before continuing the investigation.

1. Wha is meant by "seasonal" and "fluctuatinyr?

(Sow ry_cupations are seasonal, that is, Lhes' are affected by or

dependent on a particular season 0 r6t year in terms of the demand for

that occupation. Agriculture ar cr,',truction jobs are examples of

seasonal occupations.

Some occupat.ons are fluctuating, :.hat is, they have a continually
changing or varying demand for them. Examples of fluctuating occupa-
tions are those in the space and war industries which depend on
J(lvernment contract, for theii existence. If the Federal Government
spends less in a given year ':har, the previous year for space programs,
then the number of jobs in t ;ace industry decreases.)

J. Ask sudents to discuss the concc.,s related to educational level.

(Discussion might incluck' How should high school programs differ from
commurity college programs and area vocational schools? How is

dupli,:ation of programs preT:nted?)

K. What are the effects of union quotas and restrictive apprentice practices

on school preparatory programs?

(NoL all students who graduate from school trail-kg programs can enter
specific trades due to quotas and due to biases ,egarding minorities

and women.)
-66-
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L. What are union policies regarding school-produced goods and services?

(For example, the unions in San Francisco restrict printing in school
shops to 25 copies of any one document; they also stipulate that meat
cut in a butchering class cannot be sold through regular retail
channels.)

M. Conduct class disclis-ion on any student concerns with module.
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PART iV
STUDENT SELF-CHECK

F'ort A: Knowled e Assessment

GOAL 5.1

1. List four skills or techniques involved in the pre-planring of voca-

tional education programs. (5.1)

2. What five important questions should be answered in a program review

and evaluation? (5.11)

3. Critical thinking has been identified as very important in analyzing

data and information about vocational education programs. What four

major considerations are involved in the critical-thinking process?

(5.11)

4. Why do schools often use secondary sources for determining employment

opportunities? (5.11)

5. Nationwide, what broad occupational area has increased employment

oppOrtunities? (5.11)

6. Give three examples of occupations within service-producing industries.

(5.11)

7. Estimating program needs follows what step in the pre-planning process?

(5.12)

8. What statement in your guide was identified as a most important concept

in estimating needs of vocational education programs? (5.12)
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For Questions 9, 10, and 11, complete the following sentences.

9. Searching for alternative solutions to program needs is a very

part of the pre-planning process. (5.13)

10. One alternative to purchasing more equipment for a vocational program

is to . (5.13)

11. In order to find a number of alternatives for meeting program needs,

you may have to the problems in the program. (5.13)

12. What activities must be done before alternatives to meeting program

needs can be identified? (5.13)

For Questions 13, 14, and 15, mark the following.statements "true" or

"false."

13. Recognizing and correcting your own biases can influence your capacity

to identify alternative solutions. (5.13)

14. It is advisable not to ant-k.ipate consequences of suggested solutions

as this may inhibit decision-making. (5.13)

15. Making recommendations for present and future program development is

the same as selecting the best alternative solution for meeting program

needs. (5.14)

GOAL 5.2

16. List at least six different areas to investigate before writing an

occupational program proposal. (5.2)

For Questions 17 and 18, complete the following statements.

17. The first step in writing an effective program proposal is to conduct

a . (5.21)

7 )
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18. Special skills or techniques helpful to writing a program proposal

include: (5.21)

19. What are two important considerations in describing the employment

picture for a particular occupational program? (5.22)

20. What are two important considerations in desi_ IbiA the current status

of a vocational program? (5.23)

21. What are two important considerations in describing funding possibili-

ties for a vocational program? (5.24)

22. What are two important things to know about personnel when initiating

a new vocational program? (5.25)

23. What work experience considerations should be made in developing plans

for an occupational program? (5.26)

24. In addition to the proposal concerns described in Questions 19-21,

what are two other topics for Consideration in vocational education

program proposals? (5.27, 5.28)

GOAL 5.3

25. Name three activities that would be most helpful in promoting a new

occupational program after a proposal has been completed. (5.3)

26. What are three specific topics that would be valuable to consider in

discussing an occupational program proposal with faculty at. adminis-

trators? (5.31)

8 0
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27. Suggest two techniques that would be useful wkIn presenting an occu-

pational program proposal to a curriculum committee. (5.32)

28. Describe three major activities of an interim advisory committee.

(5.33)

Part B: Performance Assessment

1. Write an occupational program proposal.

2. Submit your proposal to another class member for evaluation.

3. Evaluate the proposal you have received according to the following

criteria.

Proposal Evaluation

1. Appearance, style Total 25 points
typed
adequate sentence and paragraph structure
spelling
readability

2. Organization - Total 25 points
logical development

- table of contents

3. Content - Total 5(,) points

basic information
employment information
program status information

- financial information
personnel information

- work experience, placement information
health and safety information

- union and/or community attitudes

4. After returning the propocal, discuss it with the writer. Work out

any disagreemmts or problem areas.

5. Submit your proposal with the points assigned by the evaluator to

your instructor.

8 1
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PART V
APPENDICES

Appendix A:
Possible Study Activity Responses

GOAL 5.1

1. How many vocational students are there compared to the total secondary
(postsecondary) enrollment?
What is the current and projected employment outlook for occupations
within the program?
Are there equipment or facilities problems?
Are there personnel problems?
Are there community or union concerns?

2.

What are the characteristics of vocational education enrollment?
What are program completion rates in vocational education?
What are the placement rates for program completions?
What resources for guidance and counseling are provided by the
program?

What selection procedures are used for vocational education students?
What resources or programs are provided for persons with special
needs?

Are the statements of fact reliable? (a) Who made them? (b) Is he
a competent witness? (c) What was his purpose in reporting the facts?
To make news? To eulogize? To discredit? To convey accurate
information?

Under what conditions were observations made? (a) Casual observation?
(b) Carefully contb.olled experiments? (c) Under emotional stress?

To what extent did the reporter depend on memory?

Are all the facts presented as evidence relevant to the question?
How might irrelevant facts be used to serve a writer's or speaker's
purpose? To divert interest or attention from other facts? To stir
feeling? To shape attitudes and dispositions toward the issue? To

change perspectives?

Are all relevant facts, both for and against, presented?

If all the information pertinent to the question cannot be presented,
is the selection a typical and fair sampling?

Do the facts necessarily mean what the author interprets them to
mean?
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3. Most of the workers in the United States are employed in indus-
tries that produce services.
Service industries include education, health ca-e, trade, repair
and maintenance, government, transportation, banking and insurance.
Job growth will be greater in service-producing industries than
goods-producing industries.
Government employment has grown faster than any other industry
division, etc.)

Service workers' employment rolls burgeoned in the late 1960s and
the early 1970s; although the rate of gain may slow somewhat, demands
are expected to continue at least until the mid-1980s. This does not
mean all service-related occupations will show growth. Fewer teachers
will be needed, but there will be a greatly expanded need for employees
in health services. Government will continue to be a major source of
'new jobs in health-related occupations. Health technicians are
expected to be in great demand through the 1970s.

4. Contract for the use of industrial equipment during hours when they are
not in operation.
Classes might be scheduled on weekends or in the evening.

5. Hire more staff.
Develop a regional career center to disseminate informaiion am)
counseling services.
Acquire inexpensive career information, retrieval and disseminating
systems such as VIEW (Vital Information for Education and Work).

6. An evaluation of current status of program under study.
An evaluation of manpower needs and employment opportunities in regard
to program under study.
Basic problems in regard to program under study.
The needs reflected by program problems.

7. Reexamine the problem and the needs.
Consult a wide range of references and people.
Search for more than one solution to a problem.
Recognize individual biases and prejudices, including your own.
Anticipate the consequences of each solution.

8 ,4
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8. An example answer is provided from recommendations made for Chicago
Public Schools in an article entitled "Business Views Education in
Chicago."

The Chicago Board of Education should:

a. Establish a Department of Evaluation Research as a resource
within the Board of Education, having a staff recruited
from outside the Chicago Public Schools. It should have free
access to all financial, personnel, test, and administrative
data in the central office and schools, and should collect
other data as well (with appropriate confidentiality of sen-
sitive individual information). A number of important broad
evaluation studies should be completed and reported by this
group within one year and at regular intervals thereafter.
It should report directly to the board in public meetings,
not throujh the general superintendent or subordinate adminis-
trators. The reports should hold all staff acountable for im-
proving educational opportunity, equality, and performance.
An unpaid group of local university professors should be ap-
pointed to ensure an effective and cost-efficient evaluation.
Some evaluation efforts have already been discussed by Chica-
go United's Educational Advisory Panel.

b. Appoint a panel of distinguished school superintendents and
university professors from outside the state of Illinois, as
well as prominent business and community leaders from Chicago,
to examine managerial effectiveness and decision-making effi-
ciency and decision-making efficiency of the central area and
district offices of the Chicago Public Schools. In addition,
they should ensure that recommendations from existing research
studies, such as those If the Governor's Com,ission on Schools
Business Management Task Force, are implemented. The panel
should answer the followinc questions: How can public school
education in Chicago be made accountable to the board and the
public? Can large overhead for administrative expense of the
central office be reduced and spent in ways more directly bene-
ficial to students? If principals and other administrators
and teachers are to be made more accountable, how can decision-
makih, authority be delegated to these levels and how can re-
sponsibility for financial resources be assigned to those di-
rectly engaged in the educational process? The panel and its
staff should complete a report addressing these issues within
a year, at the same time the first annual evaluation report is
submitted by the Department of Evaluation Research as outlined
in the first recommendation.

c. Develop an overall long-range plan of action for the school
system in curriculum and related areas. While business and
the general public can express their concern and willingness
to assist in upgrading the schools, they are not educe:ors
and cannot tell the board how to educate. It is the board's
duty to the people of Chicago to deal not only with day-to-
day problems in the system, but to think in broad terms of
the ultimate goals of the system and how they can be achieved.



d. Work with th ?. business community in developing all aspects of

career eduLation, including a) introduction of students to

the world of work, b) counseling based on the realties of

the labor market, and c) vocational training relevant to the

needs of business. A council should be appointed, composed

of businessmen and representatives of the schools who are

functionally responsible for career education. Its task would

be to facilitate dialogue among all partners, so that practica

steps could be taken for the mutua.1 benefits of business (the

employers) and students (the future employees). The busine s

community is vitally interested in s'Til a project and could be

expected to devote considerable energy to it.

Business leaders Talize the difficulties of setting up ef-

fective work-study programs; but the efforc is worthwhile,

because it is in the best interests of student3, schools,

business, and the Chicago metropolitan community.

Adopt a system of accountability in the school3, using indi-

cators which assess school and student progress. The Educa-

tional Advisory Panel of Chicago United has done some pre-
liminary work in this area, and could provide assistance in

the further development of specific indicators and a system

for implementing them.

f Support a Mayor's Conference on Public :ducatlon in the

Central Cities, s-milar to 'he vell-known White House con-
ferences, where expert' are brought together to discus

issues and solutions. The 'mediate purpose would be to
create a sense of urgency and commitment of upgrading the

city's public schools; the ultimate goal would be to give

Chicago one of the best systems in the nation.

9. Example answer:

a. Improve vocational guidance and community services
b. Aake every educational agency accountable for leaving students

(placement agency)
c. Recognize that employment is an integral part of education

d. Establish residential schools for those who need them most
e. Allocate more funds for research development, teacher education,

curriculum in vocational education

10. Example answer:

There is some evidence that cooperative education and vocational programs
for the disadvantaged (mainstreaming) are two issues that have been
carefully considered and supported. More programs in these areas are
available than at any time past. However, there is still much to be
done in both expanding cooperative education and in providing training
programs for disadvantaged people.

8 6
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GOAL 5.2

Use the example proposal found in Appendix B, pp. 87-110, to help you answer

Activities 1-36.

GOAL 5.3

Activities 1-5 do nut require responses.

6. Example answers:

a. Select spec;fic points to emphasize for each audien

b. Prepare visual aids.
c. Prepare written handouts.
d. Request assistance from appro .te resource people.

e. Discuss the presentation with ..'.'erested individuals,

f. Plan to begin promptly, strive 'orevity, and enco, iy
g. Plan several questions and antici other question:

7. Review and evaluate proposal.
Help estdblish necessary or desirable f7T1i.cts with business and

industry.
Help disseminate vocational education provam information througho,..t
the community.
Help in development of proposal goals and objectives.
Provi,4e advice End criticism regarding program development and prJaess.

8 7
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Apt.endix B:
r'-ssible Self-Check Rests-s

Part A: Knowledge Assessmeni

GOAL 5.1

1. List four skills or techniques involved in the pre-planning of voca-

tional education programs. (5.1)

review and evaluation cf current program sta.:us
- estimate of program needs
- identification of program alteratives
making recommendations for vocational education program
development

2. What five important questions should be answered in a program review

and evaluation? (5.11)

(Student answers should include at least five of the following
questions:)

To what extent does the occupat Jnal ld offer employment
opportunities to those who are trainA?
What has been happening to students after they leave the sy.,:tem?
What programs are available?
What are the enrollment statistics of /ocational programs:

- What are the available resources for Ln9 prAram?
What successe7, or problems are a aciat:d with the progr7m?

- What programs are available to the disadvantGged or handic6oped?

3. Critical thinking has been identified as very important in analyz.g

data and information about vocational education orograms. What four

major considerations are involved in the critical-think'ng process? (5 '1.j

(Student answers should include at least f'our af the follc

concerns:)

- determination of purpose, intent or viewpoint of source, wr 1:er
or speaker
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- determination of what argument or main ideas are used
- determination of whether or not the arguments, ideas, or
conclusions are supported by fact and reason

- determination of what facts are used
- determination of what assumptions have been made
- determination of what means of evaluation are used for facts,
reasons, ideas, or conclusions

4. Why do schools often use secondary sources for determining employment

opportunities? (5.11)

- economic reasons
- time reasons

5. Nationwide, what broad occupationa- area has increased employment

opportunities? (5.11)

- service occupations

6. Give three examples of occupations within service-producing

industries. (5.11)

- transportation
- public utilities
- health
- finance, insurance, real estate
- government

7. Estimating program needs follows what step in the pre-planning

process? (5.12)

- identifying problems within vocational educeion programs
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8. What statement in your guide was identified as a most important con-

cept in estimating needs of vocational education programs? (5.12)

- Recognize that collection of rel,.vant infqrmation or. rTogram
status, employment statistics, ,.Ad manpower projections leads
to better conclusions regardirj program needs.

For Questions 9, 10, and 11, complete the following sentences.

9. Searching for alternative solutions to program needs is a very

part of the pre-planning process. (5.13)

- creative

10. One alternative to purchasing more equipment for a vocational program

is to . (5.13)

utilize community resources

11. In order to find a number of alternatives for meeting program needs,

you may have to the problems in the program. (5.13)

re-examine

12. What activities must be done before al.-.:.natives to m-eting program

needs can be identified? (5.13)

- review and evaluate program statu..;

review .and evaluate manpower information
- identify problems

estimate needs

9 0
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For Questions 13, 14, and 15, mark the following statements "true"
or "false."

13. Recognizing and correcting your own biases can influence your

capacity to identify alternative solutions. (5.13)

true

14. It is advisable not to anticipate consequences of suggested solu

tions as this may inhibit decision-making. (5.13)

- false

15. Making recommendations for present and future program development

is the same as selecting the best alternative solution for meeting

program needs. (5.14)

true

GOAL 5.2

16. List at least six different areas to investigate before writing an

occupational program proposal. (5.2)

(Student answers should include at least six of the following0

- employment picture
- current program status
- funding possibilities (costs)
- personnel requirements
work experience and placement potential

- health and safety hazards
- trade union and community attitudes
- sources for information regarding the project
- job description
- raticnale, purpose, and justification of the programs
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For Questions 17 and 18, complete the following statements.

17. The first step in writing an effective program proposal is to conduct

a . (5.21)

- preliminary investigation

18. Special skills or techniques helpful to writing a program croposal

include: (5.21)

reviewing and evaluating
- ,Jentifying problems and solutions
analyzing information and data

- reporting
organizing

19. What are two important considerations in describing the employment

picture for a particular occupational program? (5.22)

current surveys of mployment market
shortage or surplus of workers
seasonal or fluctuating characteristics of the work

- placemert opportunities
career ladder:lattice opportunities

20. What are two important considerations in describing the current

status of a voce.ional program? (5.23)

- surveys or information regarding similar programs

- duplication of programs
- appropriate educational level
- information about successes or problems

- enrollment and placement records

9 2
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21. What are two important considerations in describing funding possi-

bilities c)r a vocational program? (5.24)

- initial costs
ongoing costs

- student-teacher ratio
- per pupil cost

funding resources

22. What are two important things to know about personnel when initiat-

ing a new vocational program? (5.25)

- how much student 4nterest
- student requirements and abilities
- teacher/instructor requirements and abilities

characteristics of studehts

23. What work experience considerations should be made ir developing

plans for an occupational program? (5.26)

- work experience requirements for competing
number and kind of work experience opportunities
location of work experience opportunities

24. In addition to the proposal concerns described in Questions 19-21,

what are two other topics for consideration in vocational education

program proposals? (5.27, 5.28)

- health and safety hazards
- union and community attitudes

GOAL 5.3

25. Name three activities that wc.Ad be most helpful in promoting\a new

occupational program after a proposal has been completed. (5.3)

discuss the proposal (project) with faculty and administrators
- present proposal (project) to appropriate curriculum committee
form and use an interim advisory committee
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26. What are three specific topics that would be valuable to consider in

discussing an occw.vt.ional program proposal with faculty and adminis-

trators? (5.31)

- availability of facilities
possibilities for budgeting

- involvement of staff and other departments
- decision to continue or discontinue development
- suggestions to strengthen the proposals

27. Suggest two techniques that would be usecul when presenting an occu-

pational program proposal to a curriculum committee. (5.32)

use of audio-visuals
summarization of each major part of the proposal

- hand-outs of all pertinent information
- brief approach
- asking for suggestions
- use of resource person

28. Describe three major activities of an interim advisory committee. (5.33)

- checking on accuracy of proposal information
helping determine entry-level skills

- helping develop performance objectives
- providing clout and recommendations

9 4
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Part B: Performance Assessment

PROPOSAL FOR A DISTRICTWIDE

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

IN OCCUPATIONAL HOME ECONOMICS

(Use this example to help you answer exercises 1-36 for Goal 5.2)

December 1976

NOTE: The purpose of this proposal is to provide an example of one
approach to developing curriculum. It is designed Lip illustrate the kind
of information and organization needed for proposal development. It is a

hypothetical situation developed with the aid of the following materials:
Area Manpower Review, San Francisco-Oakland Standard Metropolitan Statis-
tical Area, Annual Outlook & Planning Report, California Employment Devel-
opment Department, 1973; San Francisco-Oakland Manpower, 1972-75, Employ-
ment Depart., State of California, January 1974; Occupational Outlook
Handbook, 1974-75 ed., U. S. Dept. of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics
Bulletin 1700; Manpower Report of the President, A Report on Manpower
Requirements, Resources, Utilization, and Training, transmitted to Congress,
March 1973; New Horizons in Cooperative Education, San Mateo Community
College District, San Mateo, California.

9 5
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INTRODUCTION

There is every indication that for the next decade cooperative education

will be at the center of innovative practices in secondary education as

well as in higher education. Strong trends toward (a) relevant educational

and training experiences for students, (b) direct participation in

community activities while in school, (c) specialized training not possible

for classroom containment, and (d) financial support for some of the higher

cost programs in vocational education can be achieved through combining

classroom studies with off-campus, paid work experience.

It is the purpose of this proposal to recommend that every possible action

be taken to develop a cooperative education program to enhance and supple-

ment the occupational home economics program in District 6. ..11 students

in the occupational home economics program should have rea.:P) .,ess to

such cooperative programs. This proposal has two major objectives: (1)

to illustrate the need for and interest in a cooperative education program

for occupational home economics at the secondary and postsecondary level;

(2) to provide guidelines for developing a cooperative education program

in occupational home economics at the secondary and postsecondary level.

In order to develop this proposal, a comuittee of five home economics

teachers in District 6 has engaged in the following activicies:

1. contacted and conducted surveys among local employers and organizations

including representatives from:

a. McDoohies Food Serv :es Chain, Inc.;

b. Sea Train Restaurant, Inc.;

c. local association of restauran:- owners and managers;

d. Alpine Outdoor Ecuipment Co.;

e. Darvey's Test, Awning, Inc.;

f. Home Decorating, Inc., ColoriJ Undominiums and Townhouses;

g. Industrial Designers Society;

h. National Society of Inter'or Designers, Inc.

9 7
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RATIONALE

The u-,cupationa1 home economics program in District 6 has had a success-

ful beginling. The program was initiated two years ago, emphasizing

three different occupations with a total of 50 stuaents.

1973 1975

1. Food Services Program: 12 students 48 students
Waiter, Waitress, Caterer
Lincoln High School

2. Power Sewing and Upholstery 23 students 87 students
Washington High School

3. Interior Designing 15 students 40 students
Jefferson Community College

Total 50 175

This program was initiated and sponsored by the Committee of Home

Economics Teachers (COHET) in District 6. Because enrollment has

increased substantially from 50 students to 175 students, the committee

recommends improvement and expansion of the current program through the

development and implementation of a cooperative education program. It

is thro ih such a program that the following objectives cc the occupa-

tional home ,,,conomics program can be achieved.
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A PROPOSAL FOR A DISTRICTWIDE

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

I. Sponsor and Schools

The Committee of Home Economics Teacners (COHET) for District 6 sponsors

this program. Cooperating secondary and postsecondary schools include

Lincoln High School, Washington High School, and Jefferson Community

College.

II. Current Program Review and Evaluation

The present occupational home economics program is offered in the three

schools listed above with no corresponding cooperative education program.

The two high schools offer a vocational education program which includes

business and office occupations, distributive education, consumer home

economics and occupational home economics, and trade and industrial educa-

tion. The occupational home economics program is the only service area

in the secondary vocational education program which does not have an

established cooperative education program.

Jefferson Community College, the only college servicing District 6, offers

transfer options to upper-division state colleges and universities, con-

tinuing education for adults, and occupational education including occu-

pational home economics emphasizing "interior design."

Cooperative Education Enrollment School and Division

Lincoln High School Washington High School

Business and Office 100 Business and Office 70

Distributive 50 Distributive 60

Auto Mechanics 75 Machine Repair 75

Carpentry 30 Service Station
Attendant 40

Jefferson Community College

Aeronautics 25 Technical 55

Business 170 Telecommunications 10

Engineering 70 Health technicians) 58

9 9
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Occupational Education Enro'rlment in District 6

Lincoln High School Washington High School

Measurable Learning Objecti.:es

The Committee of Home Economics Teachers has developed a cooperative

education procedure based on measurable student learning objectives for

the work experience.

Each student in conference with his on-the-job supervisor and his

college coordinator develops learning experiences which are the objectives

of his participation in the cooperative program. Performance levels to

be attained, the time and manner of development, as well as overall pro-

cedures for educational growth w;thin the field of employment are agreed

on prior to or during the early part -c each semester.

Management by objectives (MBO) is one of the more significant current

trends in business and industry to improve the effectiveness of personnel

and operations. The aim is to focus all of the energies of the institution

on the predetermined performance objectives which are to be accomplished.

Preliminary evidence gathered from cooperative programs in District 6

which are similar to this proposed progrLm indicate that evaluation of

student progress is enhanced greatly by the process of setting measurable

learning/performance objectives. In neorly all cases in which the system

has received preliminary testing, the results have favorably received

by students, employers, and colleges.

Student learning objectives tend to fall into three categories: skill

development, knowledge increase, and attitude/motivation improvement.

In each case the student is the primary person responsible for laying out

learning objectives, with the assistance of the college coordinator and

the employer. The process is not complex. It is accomplished best

through low-key informal conversations emphasizing positive learning

opportunities readily availaole on the job. The intent is to involve the

-94-
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employer in the educational growth process and to focus the student on

potential improvements which can be gained from the work experience.

An example of student objectives is provided on the next page through the

Cooperative Education Work Experience Agreement.

Student Evaluation

'he Committee of Home Economics Teachers conducted a survey among cooper-

ative education students in other programs in District 6 before developing

this proposal. The results of this follow-up survey are given on the

next page. The data gathered from this survey indicate that students per-
,

ceive cooperative education as a valuable and relevant aspect uf their

education.

Research on Cooperative Education

As a result of research studies conducted during 1974-75 on District 6

cooperative education, there is new evidence with implications for future

program development.

This evidence points up the effectiveness of work experience programs as a

means of expanding student training opportunities at minimal cost and with

maximum flexibility for adding or closing programs. To summarize the

implications of recent research, these 'mplications have been organized

by categories.

Student Retention. Retention by students is improved by a factor of more

than two to one. Further evidence resulting from analysis of District 6

data for 1974-75 continues to indicate that overall retention rates in

regular courses in three schools are 65-75%, while retention rates in

cooperative education are 75-95%. The median rate of class with-

drawal is 32% for all students, as compared to 15% for co-op students.

In other words, for every two students who leave traditional programs in

the three schools before completion, only one cooperative education student

1 0
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION WORK EXPERIENCE AGREEMENT

James C. Haversmith
STUDENT

Pacific Telenhono Company Fall 1974
t c SEMESTER YEAR

Each semester that a student is enrolled in Cooperative Education, it is necesary to identify new learning objectives.

ey be specific, m;,esurahle. his/her ability to accomplish. The objectives must be formulated by the

1Lnt, by both ',h? employer and coordinator at the beginning of the semester.
At r,,..une.ster's end, tne ernployor ai'd student will discus the progress made in attaining the ob;ectives and independent-

rate the proress (below). F-ri:,m this ra.ting plus seminar discussions, individual conferences, term aszignments and on-the-

) c.:aluati;In, the instructor/coordmatw will determine whether or not the student is to receive credit for the work ex-
rience.

Objecfim Rating

During the first three weeks I will work in the

drafting department learning communications desilsn

and industrial drafting techniques.

By Nov. 15 I will complete a ten-page report on the

local engineering division of Pacific Telephone, in-

eluding staffing relationships

During November and December I

the field with an installation

and work assignments.

will work part-time in

team preparing plans for

industrial installations under the supervision of
Engineer G. Jones.
By January 15 I will have completed an in-depth devel-

opment project of communications planning and install-

ation for a building under construction, probably a
service station at the corner of Fifth and Division St.

Fall semester I wi_11 seek to improve my attitudg
toward communications engineering as evidenced by in-

creased proficiency ratings, recorded comments of other

employees, and comments of my three supervisors.

ting Scale: 1 Accomplished Objective
2 Made Some progress towards objective

3 Failed to rna.e any s:gniticant progiess

A.

B.

C.

D.

We acFee with the validity of the learning objectives listed above. The employer and the colleoe agree to provide tha

ceCCary supervision and counseling to insure that the student/employee receives appropriate educational benefit from th
rk experience.

It is understood that the employer will provide adequate protection for the student/employee through Workmen%
impencation and/or Liability insurance as required by law.

G. Jones
' ft

PLCHEFCS ?rTESENTATIVE ,SIUDENT'S SINATURE

Engineer 96
EMPLOYER'S FILE COPY'LE 102
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leaves before completion. Evidence from three evening college programs

provides further indication that retention by these adult students is

improved even more than by day students or secondary students. Jefferson

College, for example, reports that the class withdrawal rate for all

evening college students is 35%, compared to only 5% for evening college

cooperative education students.

Another report shows a retention percentage over the period of one

semester for the entire student population of 87%--a dropout rate of 13%,

as compared to 95% (5% dropout) for cooperative education students. This

report was provided from data comparing fourth week and final enrollments.

Comparing data compiled over a longer span of time, it is indicated that

a 33% to 40% withdrawal rate applies to overall day and evening courses

as compared with 13% withdrawal rate in cooperative education--a

retention improvement factor of 3 to 1.

Another comparison over a two-semester period indicates 91% retention for

cooperative education enrollments, as compared to 70% for all regular

courses over the same period of time. This dropout ratio of 9 to 30 is a

greater than 3 to I improvement. It is evident, therefore, as indicated

by evidence from 1974-75 as well as earlier studies, that retention

(a significant problem for schools) can be improved substantially by the

involvement of students in cooperative education.

District 6

Cooperative Education Follow Up

Winter 1974

N = 162 students

Male 46%

Female 54%

Day student - 67%

Evening student 33%

Veteran - 34%

16-18 years old 37%

18-21 years old - 32%

22-25 years old 4%

26-35 years old 18%

1 03 36 years & older - 10%
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1. Do you think that Cooperative Education has
been 'oelpful to you in your education growth? Yes 80% No 20%

2. Has Cooperative Education provided you an
opportunity to apply classroom theory to the
job situations? Yes 80% No 20%

3. Do you feel the Co-op program is career
criented enough? Yes 67% No 28%

4. Do you feel Co-op Education has increased
your job opportunities in the future? Yes 54% No 39%

5. The coordinator was helpful to you in
developing your learning objectives? Yes 75% No 22%

6. The Co-op course requirements WE-2 made clear
to you at the beginning of the semester? Yes 89% No 11%

7. Has the use of objectives been helpful to you? Yes 81% No 18%

S. Would you recommend this program to your
friends? Yes 90% No 9%

9. Did your coordinator visit your place of work
at least twice during the semester? Yes 58% No :5%

10. Do you think there should be more seminar
meetings? Y2S 28% No 68%

11. Did you have any particular problems with
your employer or coordinator? Yes 13% No 84%

Academic Success. Cooperative education stndents maintain or improve their

academic achievement. Observing grade point distributions among secondary

and day and evening college students, it is evident that cooperative

education employment does not detract from academic standings. More often

than not it brings about improvement of grades. This tendency probably

occurs as the result of increased motivation and new learning opportunities

found in the community.

Evidence is provided by the following statements from reports over the

past two years in five different schools.

"Cumulative Grade Point Averages for cooperative education
program students (N - 863) is 2.57; total student population
exclusive of cooperative education students is 2.35 for fall
semester."

104
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"13 (40%) of the 33 scholarship winners at Jefferson College
for 1972-73 completed at least one semester of cooperative
education."

"Data on Grade Point Averages (GPA) of 950 students in fall
and spring semesters indicates that cooperative education
employment does not detract from academic standing."

Co-op All Students

Semester GPA (Median) 2.28 2.00

Semester GPA (Mean) 2.59 2.66

Semester GPA (Mean, 12-15 units) 2.71 2.66

"Comparing letter grades in ten divisions, day and evening
college, between students enrolled in cooperative work ex-
perience education (N 1,250) and students not errolled in
co-op, it is apparent that co-op students maintain grade

averages as high or higher than other students. Grades do

not go down as the result of working in cooperative education

assignments."

"Percentage of general student population (not including co-op)

on Dean's list is 37%;
Percentage of co-op students on Dean's list for high academic
performance is 47%."

Sumulzrizing, it is apparent that learning through work experience in a

coordinated program of cooperative education does not cause grades to

drop. Contrary to often-expressed concern about distraction from learning

while working during college, there is substantial evidence to show that

the opposite is true if the educational program is arranged in the manner

cf cooperative education.

Cooperative Education for Adults. From the standpoint of under-employed

or unemployed adults in the community, cooperative education can be the

means of training, re-training, and upgrading for those who need more

education. Changing employment patterns of the future no doubt will require

the kind of training flexibility which is associated with the cooperative

education design.

The combination of work and study for adult continuing education is one

which might be designated alternate-emphasis. Adults, fully employed,

attend college classes one or more evenings per week. Credit for

105
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cooperative work experience is assigned through college coordination,

including employer supervision and related college classes. The pattern

of credit is maintained at a ratio of three academic credits per one work

experience credit.

An Associate Degree Program of 60 or more semester hours might include

as much as 16 semester hours of credit for advancing work experience

based upon measurable learning objectives.

Career Education Opportunities. It is estimated that the range of career

education options available to students is doubled through cooperative

education. This occurs without substantially changing the college class-

room component of the educational program.

Students are able to move into unique job preparation opportunities through

work experience in new areas not previously available to unskilled workers.

Unique opportunities are provided as, for example, special cooperative

education opportunities for hearing-impaired students, Learning Center

support for co-op educationally disadvantaged students; revision of many

law enforcement and fire science training programs to tako ad7Lage of

community college cooperative education; new public service caveer oppor-

tunities in mental health and child care; and student work experience in

places such as Los Angeles, Sacramento, and Washington, D. C.

Financial Assistance. In an adjacent community which contains three

commun colleges, total income earned by students in one year as the

res.. , ,f :ommunity college cooperative education work experience was in

es of A,400,000.

.)52 , _dents in cooperative education earned an average of $2.96 per

;rom (Their employers while working an average of 30 hours a week

for 42 weeks. The salaries ranged from a low of $1.80 per hour--from

$100 to $175 per week--to a high of more than $1,000 per month.
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r In unusual circumstances, as when a small percentage of students began as

volunteer interns in public service careers during the first period of

employment, it is apparent that later many were placed on the employer's

payroll when competence was demonstrated. Agencies have been able to

establish budgets for aides and trainees as the result of high quality

performance on the job by cooperative education students. Reports from

the last two years inciate many variations in salary.

"Volunteers--certainly the lowest end of the pay scale--are
gaining valuable experience that often leads to paying jobs."

11$2.00 per hour is our minimum. Highest pay is for alternate
semester jobs in building elevator maintenance and installation
for $272 per week--$1,088 per month while in training with a
major nationwide employer."

"Weighted average hourly earnings for the better co-op employ-
ment stations leading to Associate Degree responsibility levels
is $3.43 per hour or $811 per month on full salary."

"Based upon a mean of $2.50 per hour students at this college
earned $1,207,125 this year, while at the same time they gaincd
new learning experience which is of greater value than the finan-

cial income."

Significantly, when students identify their greatest interest in coopera-

tive education, it is most often reported in surveys as earning power.

Th's is true in spite of educational planning which proposes that increased

knowledge and advancement toward educational goals should be the most

important objectives.

Success of the program in terms of developing earning power has proven to

be far beyond any original expectations of the program. The cooperative

education program in each of the three colleges provides more students

financial assistance than any other resource.

Employer Participation. Employer participation in District 6 cooperative

education programs has been developed using at least five approaches:

a. one-by-one meetings with supervisory personnel;

b. large group meetings with many employers;
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C. large companies and small businesses approa_hed through
associations;

d. bandwagon effect in job development as companies become
aware of program potential;

e. job development as a regular function of caperative
coordination activities.

Placement. Nearly 100% of students are able to hold dleir co-on jobs

after placement. Although many students must learn to cope with

problems on the job there is less than 1% failure rate. Coordinators

assist in job changes and in obtaining better jobs for qualified students.

Reassignment to other jobs is sometimes used if unusual problems are

encountered. Coordinators and on-the-job supervisors have proven to be

highly effective in helping co-op students to succeed.

The trend in each school is to combine student placement office activities

with cooperative placement. This is a positive organizational change

which has occurred with varying degrees of success. In the long run the

benefits are many. First, the student identifies one office as being

concerned with off-campus jobs. Employers too are able to call one

location it the school to discuss the employment of student workers.

Integration of these two activities facilitates the process of helping

students find either part-time or full-time jobs as well as getting them

enrolled for cooperative education. Cooperative education job devel'4-

ment can be accomplished either by full-time developers or by assignment

as part of the task of regular co-op coordinators. It requires about

three man-hours to develop one co-o, job. There is evidence to indicate

that a dual approach should be taken for this function. Much of job

development bElongs with the regular coordination assignment, particularly

for work-station development within organizations already employing co-

op students.

"One thing I have noted is that we always have more jobs than
we can fill and at the same time more students than we can plpce.
As in all personnel work, it is difficult to make the job and
the student fit together. Expectations of students and employers
can usually be met, but there are times when neither are
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completely happy. As the program grows there is a constant
improvement in the quality of placements and experience

opportunities."

Training, upgrading, and retrainin Aese are important teatures ot the coop-

erative education program for those rs ,n lower level jobs wno wisn to i,mprove

their positions as well as those who are beginning work for the first time.

Paid employment and college coordiration are the two universal factor%

in cooperative education.

Placement on th, first job and advancement to higher levels of competence

are two patter, of co-op employment. The parallel plan enrolling about

49% of the 4,797 students, along with the extended ddy new career plan

enrolling about 45%, are the two most used methods of co-op interaction

with employers. Alternate seme%ter arrangements for fa, are increasingly

in demand and the trend is growing.

III. Manpower Needs, Supply, and Demand

The Conmittee of Home Economics Teacher, recogniied that the development 01

a cooperative program ftst tj, concerned with the manpower needs of tho

labor ma ket !;erved. Indeed it can be held that planning should begin

with anali'.1-, uf future employment opportunities, .or two important reason..:

1. Students who are aware of projected employment opportunities will be

better prepared to choose realistic career options; and

2. educational program de!,igned to meet anticipated employment market

needs are more likely to achieve optimum effectiveness.

The following data come., from a research and planning report developed hy

the State Research Center, "Career Opportunities: I9/4-10,." 111( report

provides an analysi% ol the hibor market for the ',an Irancis(m Ray Region

which is directly adjacent to District 6.



The three tar-p.. prograp. of thir . propo%ed expaffjon of cooperative

(,ducdtiOn all in thi% analy%i% d rontinuing need for trained

per%onnel. Mdnpower projection% prepared nationally are relied upon

hPdVily in thi% report, %ince they are con%idered by most experts to be

the best available jot) market information. Data from many sources,

In( luding nationdl ren%u% e%timdte% of bw;inev, and indu5try,

dnd andly%1% of trend% hy expert%all of the he%t sources pointing to

future mployment opportunitios--are analy/e by labor expert% to deter-

mile future manpower requirement%.

i ii I Jorl :Jr w(i. Inn., ro ac.compI 1%hod by ut tochn !qui.% of adap-

tation. 1111% type of analy%I%, ba%ed upon percentages of the labor 'orce

In iro%%-%en'tundl di%tribution%, i% refined in accord with local condi-

tion._ In fr, .y Pegion, fo. 1%.ample, d reduction in job estimates for

heavy induslf/ .fll dn increase tor transportation are necessitated by

the %peLifii feature% of thi% international cro%%road% area.

Index of imploywnt Opportunity

In the prore%% of planning It i% Vi,Pn(1.11 .) communicate resu ItIng infor-

mat ion In terlm. whl(h are easily under%tood. Imployment opportunity

est imdte% of the type pre%ented hero can perhaps he mo%t readily

per(eived when e/pres%ed as "Average Annual Openings Per Year" for

v( (

As iii 1 tido, (if oliliot !unity, the Average Annual Open I tiff% da ta I One,

di rol 1 I y (HI viihi I % ninon!. noon% to k now abou t labor market..

I du( .11Iona I program% ir. wo I I (.an ac.(..or.(11 nu to 101,11 noon.

1 I %hould bo not oil 11(41 ill(inpovior II )joy 1. 1 oro, take I nto ,n.tount not only

lii r ..1% I tol and do( r '.1' I tig ct ivi f". m. I f h. ,joh markets but a l so

employee replaiement. Peplarement oltur% a% the re%ult of old dqe

refinement and oh%oles(enl skills. therefore, in planning cooperative

edin .11 inn lo (on lit,, 1,!(1 dl hunt %11(111 id he given to the fart that people

1 1 0
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need retraining and upgrading as well as entrance-level skill development.

High-Priority, Expanding Opportunity Career Areas Combined With Other

Expanding Opportunity Career Areas Division Totals Included*

I. San Mateo County

II. Peninsula Tri-County Area
San Francisco
San Mateo
Santa Clara

III. San Francisco Bay Region

Average Annual New Openings

Per Year from 1974 to 1984

SM Tri-County SFBR

1. Professional and Technical Occupations* 1,943 8,179 15,540

Accountant 83 347 660

Advertising/Market Research/Personnel/
Public Relations 60 254 482

.. ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE TECHNICIAN 261 1,098 2,088

.. MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 32 135 256

Registered Nurse 163 684 1,300

Rddiological Technologist 18 77 146

Life Scientist 38 160 304

Physical Scientist: Chemist, Physicist 44 183 348

.. EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN 35 147 280

.. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANT 30 126 240

Business, Industry, Government

Drafting Technician 38 161. 306

Writing Careers: News and Technical 8 32 62

Note: High priority career education needs are indicated by the use of
. . . CAPITAL LETTERS
Other expanding opportunity career areas as well as Division Totals
dre presented without special notation.
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Commercial Artist

Average

Per Year

SM

Annual New Openings

from 1974 to 1984

Tri-County SFBR

20 38

Technical Illustrator 5 20 38

Home/Consumer Economist/Interior Designer 23 82 180

Lawyer 36 152 290

Computer Programmer 57 242 460

Systems Analyst 68 284 540

2. ..MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION (Expanded 950 4,000 7,600

Offerings) 2usiness Office, Supermarket,
Financial, Pnvernment Agency, Retail
Sales, WholesaL, Sales, Transportation,
Hotel, Restaurant, Department Management,

Owner-Management

3. Clerical/Secretarial/BusinesF, Careers* 2,280 9,600 18,240

..STENOGRAPHER/SECRETARY: MULTIPLE

SPECIALTIES 593 2,494 4,740

..ACCOUNT CLERK/COMPUTER-BOOKEEPING
ASSISTANT 195 821 1,560

..RECEPTIONIST/CASHIER/TYPIST 230 968 1,840

Electronic Computer Operating Personnel 51 215 408

(Note Computer Programmer above)

Office Machine Operator 63 263 500

4. Sales Occupations* 658 2,768 5,260

_MANUFACTURER'S SALESWORKER 80 337 640

..WHOLESALE SALESWORKER 63 265 504

..RETAIL DEPARTMENT SUPERVISOR 170 711 1,350

..SALES SUPERVISOR 85 356 675

112
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Average

Per Year

SM

Annual New Openings

from 1974 to 1984

Tri-County SFBR

5. Craftsmen* 990 4,168 7,920

Building Trar's: Carpenters, 325 1,368 2,600
Electriciam, Plumbers, Bricklayers,
CemPri Masons, Floor Installers,
Rooiers, Sheet Kletal Workers,

kv,fers and others

Machinist 'L:ccupations 47 198 378

Aircraft Mechanics: Airframe and
Powerplant 95 125 194

Telephone Indusl-,(0 Craftsmen 17 71 134
(Also see Engine-ring & Science
Technician)

.WELDING TECHNICIANS 58 242 460

..AUTOMATED INDUSTRIAL MACHINE
TECHNICIAN 20 88 lb

..AIR CONDITIONING, HEATING, REFRIG-
ERATION TECH. 13 52 100

..MAJOR APPLIANCE SERVICE TECHNICIAN 22 91 172

..BUSINESS MACHINES SERVICE TECHNICIAN 22 90 170

..INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION/REPAIR
TECHNICIAN 19 79 151

..FOREMAN/CONTRACTOR/CONSTRUCTION
SUPERVISOR 141 591 1,124

Construction Project Bidding;
Contractor License Preparation

..MANUFACTURING INSPECTOR: QUALITY
CONTROL TECH. 48 202 384

6. Oyeratives* 1,065 4,484 8,520

Truckdrivers, local 93 389 740

Truckdrivers, Over the Road 54 227 432

Machine Tool Operators 26 111 210

Envirunmental: Wastewater Treatment
Plant Operators 6 26 50

Power Sewing Machine Operators 11 31 78
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Average

Per Year

I

SM

Annual New Openings

from 1974 to 1984

II III

Tri-County SFBR

7. Service Occupations* 1,880 7,915 15,040

Cooks and Chefs 120 505 960

Cosmetologists 95 400 760

Licensed Practical Nurses 120 505 960

Hospital Attendants 250 1,053 2,000

Police Officers 45 187 356

WAFIERS and WAITRESSES 168 705 1,340

..BUILDING MAINTENANCE CUSTODIAN/
TECHNICIAN 125 518 985

..HOUSEHOLD CLEANING MAINTENANCE
SERVICE TECH. 60 252 480

The San Francisco Bay Region including six counties with over 4,200,000

people is the sixth largest metropolitan population center in the United

States, exceeded only by New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia,

and Detroit. One in every five persons in Califorina lives in the San

Francisco Bay Region. One of every 50 persons in the United States lives

in the San Francisco Bay Region.

IV. Funding

The stimulus funding procedures presently used by District 6 Cooperative

Education Program would be extended to the occupational home economics

program. Effective low-cost procedures have been developed to maintain

a balance between vocational cooperative education and general or liberal

arts cooperative education.

Comprehensiv(rness is improved as the result of applying limited funding

for special groups "piggybacked" on larger program activities already

1 4
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established. It has been demonstrated that relatively small investmer.ts

in cooperative education directed towards students with educationally and

economically deprived backgrounds in transfer programs--when combined with

vocational programs--substantially increases effectiveness of both programs.

Cost-Effectiveness

The cost-effectiveness of cooperative education is being demonstrated as

highly productive for the funds invested. Man-hours of co-cp coordination

including job development, counseling, evaluation and on-the-job consulta-

tion are 5.87 man-hours per student per semester.

Cost of cooperative education (other than classroom instrUction), including

3 semester hours credit per student with associated teacher-coordinator

activities, job development, counseling, on-the-job consultation, and

evaluation is $58.07 per student per semester.

These calculations are based upon salaries of $17,420 for instructor- and

teacher-coordinators working 8 hours per day for 220 days per year, providing

full coordination services for 150 students per semester.

The Occupational Home Economics program will require the hiring of three

additional faculty members, but it will reduce the need to buy additional

equipment and provide more laboratory space.

V. Community Involvement

Regardless of world-wide problems which have occurred during 1973-74 with

regard to the energy crisis and a weak employment market, employers con-

tinue to provide strong support for cooperative education.

Employer positive response to the program is indicated by the fact that

about 50% of "good prospect" employers, screened from response letters to

development literature, actually become employers of cooperative education

students. A total of 1,200 business, industry, and community agencies
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have employed the students enrolled in the district cooperative educa-

tion program dur.ng the 1973-74 school year.

Employers t..e becoming aware of the fact that community colleges are

the largest local labor pool of young, talented employees with high

potential for advancement to technical and management positions. The

co-op plan is the answer to many of their recruiting and screening

problems.

Students, as well as employers, benefit from the effectiveness of cooper-

ative education to open wide new areas of employment traditionally not

available to beginning workers. Recruitment, as well as options for

continuing in school and on the job, are mutually beneficial.

"A large company reporting through personnel representatives
stated that the concept of cooperative work experience education
has been introduced into all of their employee's bargaining
sessions and has been received with enthusiasm. Many employers

see school work experience credit as an incentive for full-time

employees to continue upgrad,ng and re-training activities to
meet today's employment needs."

Business and industry stand ready to aid the schools in District 6.

The resources of the business community are available for upgrading the

vocational education program in home economics through providing equip-

ment, work stations, supervisory personnel, and placement.
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